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In response to your letter dated October 01, 1996, the Bureau of Sanitation (Bureau) 
would like to address the comments that both the California Integrated Waste 
Management Board (Board) and the Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) have regarding 
the revised closure plan for Lopez Canyon Landfill (Attachment A), prior to final 
approval being granted by both agencies. The Bureau acknowledges that the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) also reserves the right to comment on the 
revised closure plan should significant changes occur. 

The attached revisions to the final closure plan replace in full all prior pages within 
Volume IV of IV Replacement Amendment to Final Closure Plan, June 1996. The 
preceding Table of Contents addresses the attachments under this submittal, and the 
attached Summary Table of Revisions summarizes all the revisions to Volume IV of IV 
Replacement Amendment to the Final Closure Plan. 
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Comment No. 1: 

"There are several inconsistencies in the closure estimate submitted with this closure 
plan revision. Specifically, on page 9-2, the text mentions that decrease in final 
elevations of the Disposal Area "C" will result in material and construction savings 
totaling $1,535,386. However, on the bottom of the same page, the final cover 
construction costs are shown to be reduced from $10,687,998 to $10,278,252 
(difference of only $409,746). Also, it is unclear if the cost of demolishing and 
reconstructing the access road and perimeter drainage channel are additional 
construction costs induced by the decrease in the final elevation of Area "C". 

In addition, Table 9-2 should include a statement explaining that the final construction 
costs for Area "C" are incorporated under "Other Activities" and that the total final 
cover costs is a sum of the "Final Cover" and a part of "Other Activities" items. 

These issues have been already discussed with Mr. Jeff Dobrowolski of your staff 
during several recent telephone conversations. Mr. Dobrowolski has agreed verbally 
to revise both the relevant portions of text and the closure cost estimate to address 
Board staff concerns. " 

Response: 

The Closure Estimate: Section 9.2.1, page 9-2, third paragraph, has been revised to 
reflect the correct estimated cost of the geotextile cushion and VFPE geomembrane 
for the deck and bench areas of Disposal Area C of $785,740, and the modified 
construction savings of $1,466,586, with a final cover construction cost reduction 
from $10,687,998 to $9,221,412. Attachment B replaces Section 9 of the closure 
plan in its entirety. These text modifications do not affect the closure cost estimate. 

The cost of demolishing and recon~>tructing the haul road and drainage channel is 
necessary since it was determined that trash was found beneath both areas. 

Table 9-1 of the closure plan has been revised to clarify the cost summary. See 
attachment C. 

Additionally, it should be noted that in a conversation with you and Reina Pereira of 
my staff on November 18, 1996, Ms. Pereira informed you that we would not be 
replacing the two abandoned lysimeters, since· the Regional Water Quality Control 
Board (RWQCB) concurred that the gas collection indicator probes located around the 
site are adequate for vadose zone monitoring. Therefore, the City is requesting 
reimbursement for the lysimeter abandonment work which was estimated to be 
$8,400. Attachment D includes Section 2.6.3 of the Monitoring Systems Report 
submitted to the RWQCB in August 1994, along with a followup letter from the City 
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to the RWQCB dated November 04, 1994, that discusses the City's intentions with 
respect to vadose zone monitoring. 

Comment No. 2: 

"The revised plan indicates that the top deck and benches of Area "C" will incorporate 
a 40-mil very flexible polyethylene {VFPE) synthetic membrane {smooth on the top 
deck and textured on the benches). However, Section 2.3, Revised Final Cover 
Configuration, does not include detailed design information or any design justification 
which is expected from a final closure plan. Specifically: 

a. No technical specifications are provided for the VFPE to be used on Area "C". 
The plan must include a set of minimum specifications for the synthetic 
membrane which are acceptable for the proposed design. 

b. The plan must include calculations supporting use of VFPE {shear stress, VFPE 
elongation vs. differential settlement, anchorage, etc.). 

c. The plan must include design drawings showing synthetic membrane system 
key points {anchors [if present], key points, pipe intercepts, etc.). 

d. The plan must provide supporting documentation used to establish the 
minimum design yield point and its interpretation as "the point on the stress
strain curve at which the tangent modulus first becomes 290 psi. " 

e. The plan must provide design drawings for portions of the access road which 
is to be constructed over disposal areas {over final cover). Please include 
culvert details and final cover protection features. 

While the text of the closure plan refers to the synthetic membrane to be used 
in the final cover as very flexible polyethylene {VFPE), Appendix I {Revised 
Construction Quality Assurance Plan) addresses the synthetic membrane as 
Very Low Density Polyethylene {VLDPE). It is our understanding that the VLDPE 
material is either no longer available or very difficult to obtain in large quantities. 
Thus, we request that the synthetic membrane terminology remain consistent 
throughout the closure documents. " 

Response: 

(a) Technical specifications for the 40-mil very flexible polyethylene (VFPE) 
synthetic membrane to be used on Area C are included under attachment E and 
should be inserted into the Tables Section, Table 2-1 of the final closure plan. 
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(b) GeoSyntec has provided an analysis of the VFPE geomembrane to be used on 
the deck and benches of Area C. See Attachment F. This is to be included 
under Appendix Ill of Appendix H of the final closure plan. Section 3.2 of 
Appendix H has been revised to reflect this reference. 

(c) Drawings showing the extent of the synthetic membrane and corresponding key 
points in Area C are included in the Figures Section, Figure 2-1 (a) through 
2-1(e). 

(d) Appendix I, "Revised Construction Quality Assurance Plan," of the closure plan 
has been revised to include an appendix that provides supporting documentation 
used to establish the minimum design yield point. See attachment G. 

(e) Design drawings for the haul road which is to be reconstructed over refuse to 
the north of area AB + have been included in the Figures Section, Figures 2-4 
and 2-4(a) of the closure plan. See attachment E. 

VFPE geomembranes include very low density polyethylene (VLDPE) and. linear 
low density polyethylene (LLDPE). Since the appendices of the closure plan 
were previously approved by your office on October 10, 1995, the City is 
requesting that any reference made to VLDPE of LLDPE in the Appendices be 
assumed to fall under the general VFPE geomembrane definition as stated in the 
text. Section 2.3. 1 of the closure plan has been revised to clarify this issue. 
See attachment E. 

Comment No. 3: 

Section 2. 3. 2, Revised Final Cover Configuration, Disposal Area A, 8, and AB + Deck 
Areas, states that the geotextile between the vegetative layer and low permeability 
layer had been deleted. Please provide an explanation why this change occurred. 

Also, the same section of text states that a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) may be used 
as a barrier layer in the event a low permeability source is not available. Since the 
current submittal is identified as the final closure plan, the issue of securing sufficient 
volumes of cover material should be already resolved. Since the current cost estimate 
accounts for a clay low permeability material at a specific cost, this statement raises 
concern about the accuracy of the cost estimate. 

Board staff indicated the above concern to Bureau of Sanitation (80S} staff and was 
informed that the low permeability material for remaining portions of the landfill will 
be handled under a separate bid and the choice of the material will depend not only on 
its availability but also on economical conditions within the BOS (utilizing existing 80S 
work force, agreement with labor union, etc.} Thus, we request that the plan include 
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an explanation of this approach along with the anticipated time frames. 

As agreed during the meeting, should the low permeability type and/or its source differ 
from the current one, appropriate steps will be taken to update the current plan. 

These will include: 
a. A new test pad and permeability tests conducted prior to implementation of low 

permeability layer installation. This requirement shall be enforced in the event 
that a GCL is proposed instead of clay as a low permeability barrier. 

b. An updated grading plan for the affected areas and supplemental QA/QC plan 
along with updated postclosure maintenance plan. This requirement shall be 
enforced in the event that a GCL is proposed instead of clay as a low 
permeability barrier. 

For the purpose of the current plan revision, the text should include a section 
stating an intent to comply with the above conditions. The current closure plan 
should also acknowledge that all changes will be submitted as an amendment 
to the current plan and include updated cost estimated. 

Finally, it must be acknowledged that in the event the costs of a changed 
design exceed the costs provided with the current plan, these additional costs 
will be absorbed by the 80S using additional funds. 

Response: 

The geotextile on the decks of areas A, B and AB + has been deleted since it was 
originally intended as a barrier layer between the vegetative layer and low permeability 
layer. However, it has been determined by GeoSyntec Consultants, that it does not 
serve any additional purpose, it is not required, and it accounts for an additional cost 
savings. 

The Bureau would like to reserve the option of using a geosynthetic clay liner {GCL) 
on the decks of Areas A, B AB + and C. Final cover drawings using this option are 
shown in Figures 2-1 {a) and 2-2{a), and technical specifications for GCL are shown in 
Table 2-2. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of the closure plan have been modified to include 
the above revisions, {see attachment E). The Bureau will notify the Board, LEA and 
RWQCB, and update the grading plan, and postclosure maintenance plan, if this option 
is chosen. The QA/QC plan has been revised to include the GCL option, {see 
attachment G). 

_ ' The GCL option will provide an easier, faster, less labor intensive, and more 
economical installation of the final cover on the decks as compared to the one foot of 
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low permeability clay layer. 

The Bureau acknowledges that in the event the costs of a changed design exceed the 
costs provided within the current plan, these additional costs will be paid by the City. 

Should the low permeability type and/or its source differ from the current one, 
appropriate steps will be taken with respect to additional testing and updating the 
current plan. 

Comment No. 4: 

The limits of the refuse must be clearly shown on all appropriate drawings. 

Response: 

Drawing No. 5 has been added to the final closure plan to show the limits of refuse. 
See attachment H. 

Comment No. 5: 

The plan must include a more detailed drawing showing the design of benches on the 
northern face of the AB + disposal area slopes. Specifically, the interface between the 
eastern edges of the benches and the sheet flow area should be shown in detail. 

Response: 

Drawing No. 1 submitted with Volume IV of IV Replacement Amendment to the Final 
Closure Plan has been revised. See attachment I. 

Comment No 6: 

The drawing depicting the drainage plan should include drainage patterns for the entire 
landfill in accordance with the design described in the revised plan. 

Response: 

Figure No. 3-1 and Drawing No.1 submitted with Volume IV of IV Replacement 
Amendment to the Final Closure Plan have been revised. See attachment I. 
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LEA COMMENTS DATED SEPTEMBER 29. 1996. AND BUREAU RESPONSES 

Comment No. 1: 
Appendix H, Final Cover Performance Evaluation, Section 3. 1, Page 17 

Remove reference to the reason for alternative cover being "would significantly reduce 
the volume of waste that Disposal Area C can accommodate. " This is not a valid 
reason for selection of the alternative cover design because the facility closed before 
the utilization of total capacity. In this specific case, the LEA did not consider the 
reduction of waste capacity as a factor in the evaluation of the alternative final cover 
design. Please delete other text referring to reduced waste disposal capacity (e.g., 
Page 19, second paragraph, etc.). 

Response: 

Comment acknowledged. However, the Final Cover Performance Evaluation Report 
was submitted in January 1994 for approval of an alternative final cover for Disposal 
area C, when reduction in landfill volume was still a legitimate concern, and an integral 
part of the justification process. 

Comment No. 2: 
Section 9. 2. 1 

Please revise Section 9.2. 1 and remove the description of the geotextile cushion and 
associated cost discussion, as you have elected not to use the geotextile cushion, 
Revise Appendix F, Updated Closure and Post-Closure Estimates-Revised Initial Cost 
Estimate Worksheet (Amends Appendix K of Volume II of IV of the FCP and Table 4-1 
of Volume II of II of the FPCMP) Line Item 21 (a) (3) and related cost items. 

Response: 

Section 9.2.1 discusses use of the geotextile cushion and costs related to it for the 
deck and benches of Disposal Area C only. This should not be confused with the 
City's decission to delete the use of the geotextile cushion on the decks of Disposal 
Areas A, B, and AB + . The City has requested to be reimbursed for the total estimated 
amount shown on line 21 (a)(3) of Appendix F of the final closure plan. 

Comment No. 3: 
Appendix H, Final Cover Performance Evaluation Report, Page 18 

The LEA requests a// literature or documentation in your files on the reduction of the 
static safety factor on a sloped surface. Particularly, when the vegetative soiled layer 
is saturated, in a final cover design, and the vegetative soil layer is in direct contact 
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of a geomembrance and/or geotextile/geomembrane. 

Response: 

Appendix H, page 18, discusses justification of the use of an alternative final cover for 
the slopes of Disposal Area C, namely the various analyses that were undergone to 
determine what. frictional angle and slope angle would yield the required static factor 
of safety of 1.5. These analyses showed that placement of geotextile and/or 
geomembrane on the slopes of Disposal Area C would be both impractical and 
burdensome. The alternative final cover maintains the required factor of safety of 1.5. 

Comment: 

Additionally, the LEA had another comment in a letterto the Bureau dated February 
25, 1997, requiring the Lopez Canyon Landfill proposed energy recovery facility (ERF) 
to be included in the Final Closure Plan. 

Response: 

Section 7, "Revised Landfill Gas Control System," of the Final Closure Plan, has been 
revised to include Section 7.3 on the proposed ERF. Figure Nos. 7-2 through 7-4 have 
also been included into the Figures Section of the closure plan. Refer to Attachment 
J. 

****************** 

The Bureau acknowledges that the Board will issue a conditional approval letter on the 
closure plan pending compliance with the CEQA requirements, since formal approval 
of the plan cannot be granted prior to the finalization of the CEQA documents. 

If you have any questions regarding the above issues or the attached closure plan 
revisions, please contact Reina Pereira at (213) 893-8206. 

c: Joe Maturino, LEA 
Rod Nelson, RWQCB 
Kelly Gharios 
Reina Pereira 

a:ciwmbcom/rp.wp 

hM-tvb,gc:;-nu~A;J 
DREW B. SONES 
Assistant Director 



SUMMARY TABLE OF REVISIONS TO 
VOLUME IV OF IV REPLACEMENT AMENDMENT TO 

FINAL CLOSURE PLAN 

The following revisions and additions to the final closure plan address the CIWMB and LEA's 
comments of October 1, 1996, and September 30, 1996, respectively. Please ensure that these 
revisions are incorporated into your closure plan, and all previous sections discarded. 

Sections, Details, Drawings Description of Comment 
to be Amended Change 

Table of Contents Replace in Entirety Updated to reflect revisions/additions 

Section 2: "Revised Final Replace in Entirety Revised Sections 2.3.1 & 2.3.2 to include 
Cover Design" VFPE and GCL specifications. 

Section 7: "Revised Landfill Gas Replace in Entirety Include Section 7.3 on proposed Energy 
Control System" Recovery Facility. 

Section 9: "Revised Closure Replace in Entirety Revised Sections 9.2.1 and 9.3 to include 
Cost Estimate" corrected fmal cover costs. 

Tables Add Table 2-1 VFPE Properties 
Add Table 2-2 GCL Properties 
Replace Table 9-1 Revised Summary of Closure Cost Est. 

Figures Replace Fig. 2-1 Revised Figure 
Add Fig. 2-l(a) GCL option - C Cny (Deck) 
Add Fig. 2-l(b) VFPE limits - C Cny 
Add Fig. 2-l(c) Vertical well-CCny (Deck) 
Add Fig. 2-1 (d) Vert. well, GCL option-CCny (Deck) 
Add Fig. 2-l(e) Down drain Placement - C Cny (Bench) 
Replace Fig. 2-2 Revised Figure 
Add Fig. 2-2(a) GCL option- A, B, AB+ Cny (Decks) 
Add Fig. 2-2(b) GCL limits on Deck Areas 
Add Fig. 2-2(c) Vertical well- A, B, AB+ Cny (Decks) 
Add Fig. 2-2(d) Vert. Well, GCL- A, B, AB+ (Decks) 
Add Fig. 2-4 Final Cover at Haul Road 
Add Fig. 2-4(a) Final Cover at Haul Road, GCL option 
Replace Fig. 3-1 Revised Figure 
Add Fig. 7-2 Site Map for Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) 
Add Fig. 7-3 Floor Plan for ERF 
Add Fig. 7-4 Process & Instrumentation Drawing for ERF 

Drawings Replace Dwg. No. I Revised to include drainage and grading 
changes. 

Add Drawing No. 5 Limits of Refuse 

Appendix H: "Final Cover Add Appendix III to "Analysis ofVFPE geomembrane" 
Performance Evaluation back of Appendix H 
Report" 

Appendix 1: "Revised Replace in Entirety Includes CQA for GCL option, and Appendix 
Construction Quality Assurance on justification of Design Yield Point for 
Plan" VFPE. 

a:summtble.wpd/rp 
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OCT 0 t 1996 

Mr. Delwin A. Biagi 
City of Los Angeles Department 

of Public Works 
Bureau of Sanitation 
Suite 1400, City Hall East 

, 200 North Main Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

¥~ 
96 OCt 11 Pl'l I: 

Subject: Adequacy of the Replacement Volume IV of the Final Closure Plan 
for Lopez Canyon, Sanitary Landfill, City of Los Angeles, Facility 
No. 19-AA-0820 

Dear Mr. Biagi: 

The California Integrated Waste Management Board (Board) received revised 
closure documents for the Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill. The documents 
received included: 

~ Cover letter dated June 14, 1996; .llijd 

~ Final Closure Plan, Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill, Lakeview Terrace, 
California, Volume IV of IV Replacement Amendment to Final Closure 
Plan, dated June 1996. 

After review of the revised closure and postclosure maintenance plan (plan), 
Board Closure and Remediation Branch staff have the following comments 
which must be addressed prior to the Board approval. In addition. the City of 
Los Angeles Environmental Affairs Department (Local, Enforcement Agency 
[LEA]) staff have submitted their comments in the September 19, 1996 letter 
(copy attached). The comments from both agencies must be addressed prior to 
the plan approval. Majority of Board comments have been already verbally 
communicated to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation staff during a 
meeting which took place on August 6, 1996 at the Lopez Canyon Sanitary 
Landfill. 

Please note that although the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control 
Board (regional water board) staff have approved the revised plan on July 30, 
I 996, they have reserved the right to comment, should significant changes 
occur in the Plan, as a result of this review. 

k 
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Mr. Ddwin A. Hia~::i 

!'age 2 

1. There are several inconsi~tcncics in the dosure estimate submiued with this 
closure plan revision. Specifically. on page 9-2. the t<::xt mentions that 
decrease in finl!l elevations of the Disposal Area "C" wilt result in mntcrial 
and construction savings totalling $1.535.386. However. on. the bottl1m of 
the same page. the final cover construction costs are shuwn to be rcduct.:d 
from $10.687.998 to $10,278,252 (difterence of only $409,746). Also. it is 
unclear if the cost of demolishing and reconstructing the access road and 
perimeter drain;~ge channel are additional construction costs induced by the 
decrease in the final elevation of Area "C". 

In addition, Table 9·2 should include a statement explaining that the tina! 
construction costs for Area "C" are incorporated under "Other Activities" 
and that the total final cover cost is a sum of the "Final Cover" and a part 
of "Other Activities" items. 

( I' 

These issues have been already discussed with Mr. Jeff Dobrowolski of 
your staff during several re<;ent telephone conversations. Mr. Dobrowolski ( 
has agreed verbally to revise both the relevant portions of text and the 
closure cost estimate to address Board staff concerns. 

2. Therevisedplan indicates that the top deck and benches of Area "C" will 
incorporate a 40-mil very flexible polyethylene (VFPE) synthetic 
membrane (smooth on the top deck and textured on the benches). 
However, Section 2.3, Revised Final Cover Configuration, does not include 
detailed design information or any design justitication which is expected 
from a final closure plan. Specifically: 

a. No technical specifications are provided for the VFPE to be used on 
Area "C". The plan must include a set of minimum specifications for 
the synthetic membrane· which are acceptable for the proposed design. 

b. The plan must include calculations supporting use of VFPE (shear 
stress, VFPE elongation vs. differential settlement, anchorage, etc.). 

c. The plan must include design drawings showing synthetic membrane 
system key points (anchors [if present], key points, pipe intercepts, 
etc.). 

d. The plan must provide supporting documentation used to establish the ( 
minimum design yield point and its interpretation as "the point on the 
stress-strain curve at which the tangent modulus first becomes 290 psi." 
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,\tr. ( kl'"n \. fli;11!1 
P .. tgc 

c. ·r h~ plun mu~t pmviuc d~sign drawings for f!<>rtit>n~ uf the a<:c.:~> nmJ 
''hid1 is to be ~:onstructed ov~;;r disposul an::~s (O\cr ilnal .:un:n. 
Pl~asc includ.: <:ulv~rt details and 11nal cnvo::r prot<·ctiun ti:atur~s. 

While the to::xt of thl! dusurc plan rd<:rs to the s~ nthctk membrane to be 
used in the tina! I!OVI:!r as v.:ry t1exible p<)lyeth)knt: t \'FPE). App<;!ndi.>; I 
(Revised Constructi(m Quality Assuninco:: Plan) addresse~ the synthetic 
membrane as Very Low Density Polyethylene l \'LOPE). It is our 
underswnding that the VLDPE materiaLis either no longer availablt! ()f 

very diftlcult to obtain in large quantities. Thus. we request that the 
synthetic m.::mbrane terminology remain consistent thn>ughout th.: closure 
documents. 

3. Section 2.3.2. Revised Final Cover Con.tigumtion. Disposal Area A. B. and 
AB.,. Deck Areas, states that the geotextile betwet!n the vegetative layer and 
low permeability layer had been deleted. Please provide an explanation 
wh): this change occurred. · 

Also. the same section of text states that a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) 
may be used as a barrier layer in the event a low permeability source is not 
available. Since the current submittal is identified as the final closure 
plan, the issue of securing sufficient volumes of cover material.should be 
already resolved. Since the current cost estimate accounts for a clay low 
permeability material at a specific cost, this statement raises concern about 
the accuracy of the cost estimate. 

Board staff indicated the above concern to Bureau of Sanitation (BOS) 
staff and was informed that the low permeability material for remaining 
portions of the landfill will be handled under a separate bid and the choice 
of the material will depend not only on its availability but also on 
economical conditions within the BOS (utilizing existing BOS work force, 
agreement with labor union. etc.). Thus, we request that the plan include . 
·an explanation of this approach along with the anticipated time frames. 

As agreed during the meeting, should the low permeability type and/or its 
source differ from the current one, appropriate steps will be taken to update 
the current plan. These will include: 
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u. A new test pad and pcrm.:ability tests conducted prior to 
implementation of low permeability layl:!r installation. Thi$ requirement 
shall be enforced in the event that an alternate source of clay is chosen. 

b. An updated grading plan for the affected areas and supplemental 
QA!QC plan along with updated postclosure maintenance plan. This 
requirement shall be enforced in the event that a GCL is proposed 
instead of clay as a low permeability barrier. 

For the purpose of the current plan revision, the text should include a . 
section stating an intent to comply with the above conditions. The current 
closure plan should also acknowledge that all changes will be submitted as 
an amendment 10 the current plan and include updated cost estimates. 

Finally, it must be acknowledged that in the event the costs of a changed 

( 

design exceed the costs provided with the current plan, these additional ( 
costs will be absorbed by the BOS using additional funds. . 

4. The limits of the refuse must be clearly shown on all appropriate drawings. 

5. The plan must include a more derailed drawing showing the design of 
benches on the northern face of the AB+ disposal area slopes. Specifically, 
the interface berween the eastern edges of the benches and the sheet flow 
area should be shown in detail. 

6. The drawing depicting the drainage plan should include drainage patterns 
for the entire landfill in accordance with the design described in the revised 
plan. 

Please note that California Environmetal Quality Act (CEQA} requirements 
must be complied owith prior to approval of the closure and postclosure 
maintenance plan by the Board. BOS has reported that the CEQA documents 
are expected to be completed by February 1997. Therefore, although the plan 
may be considered technically adequate by Board staff prior to February 1997, 
formal approval ofthe plan cannot be granted prior to the finalization of the 
CEQA documents. 

c 
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Should you have any questions. please corll<~<:t m.: .lt t'JI(l) :!55·! 1'>5. 

Sinccr.:ly . 

. Peter Janicki 
Closure and Remediation Branch 

· Permitting and Eni'orcem<!nt Oh·ision 

· Attachment 

cc: Mr. Rod Nelson. Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control 
Board 

. Mr. Joe Maturino, City of Los Angeles Environmental Affairs 
Department 
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Mr. Peter Janicki 
California Integrated Waste Management Board 
Closure .and Remediation BranCh 
SSOO Cal Center Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95826 

Subject: Amendment to the Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill - Final Closure and 
final Post Closure Maintenance Plan (19-AA-0820) 

Dear Mr. Janicki: 

The City of Los Angeles, Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) has completed the 
revi&W of the Amendment to the Lope% Canyon Sanitary Landfill - Final Closure and 
Final Post Closure Maintenance Plan. 

The LEA approves of the Changes in the final cover design. The approved final 
cover design consists of the following: 

A. Disposal Area C Deci</Bench Areas 
1: Vegetative layer with minimum of 24 inches thick. 
2. 40-mil thick VFPE geomembrane. · 
3. 12 inch thick low-penneabillty layer (hydraulic conductivity< 1 x 10-c cm/s). 
4. 24 inch thick foundation layer. 

B. Disposal Area A, B, and AB+ Deck Areas 
1. Vegetative layer with minimum of 24 inches thick. 
2~ 12 inch thick low-permeability layer (hydraulic conductivity < 1 x 1 o.e cmls ). 
3. (Low permeability layer may be replaced by a GCL). 
4. 24 inch thick foundation layer. 

C. Disposal Area C Slope Areas 
1. Vegetative layer with minimum of 24 inches thick. 
2. 12 inch thick low-permeability layer (hydraulic conductivity< 1 x 10-11 cmls). 
3. 24 inch thick foundation layer. 

. D. Disposal Areas A, B, and AB+ Slope Areas 
1. Vegetative layer with minimum of 24 inches thick. 
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2. 12 inch thick low-permeability layer (hydraulic conductivity< 1 x 10_. cm/s). 
3. 24 inch thick foundation layer. 

The LEA approves of the Amendment to the Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill -
Final Closure and Final Post Closure Maintenance Plan when the following information 
requests are provided and changes are made to the document. 

1. Appendix H, Final Cover Performance Evaluation, Section 3.1, Page 17 

Remove reference to the reason for alternative cover being "would significantly 
reduce the volume of waste that Disposal Area C can accommodate. • This is not a 
valid reason for selection of the alternative cover design because the facility closed 
before the utilization of total capacity. In this specific: case, the LEA did not consider 
the reduction of waste capacity as a factor in the evaluation of the alternative final 
cover design. Please delete other text referring to reduced waste disposal capacity 
(e.g., Page 19, second paragraph, etc.). · . · 

2. Section 9.2.1 

Please revise Section 9.2.1 and remove the description of the geotextile cushion 
and associated cost discussion, as you have elected not to use the geotextile cushion. 
Revise Appendix F, Updated Closure and Post-Closure Estimates- Revised Initial Cost 

Estiniate Worksheet (Amends Appendix K of Volume II of IV of the FCP and- Table 4-1 
of Volume 1'1 of II of the FPCMP) Line Item 21 (a)(3) and related cost items. 

3. Appendix H, Final Cover Performance Evaluation Report, Page 18 

The LEA requests all literature or documentation in your files on the reduction of 
the static safety factor on a sloped surface. Particularly, when the vegetative soil layer 
is saturated, in a final cover design, and the vegetative $Oil layer is in direct contact of 
a geomembrane and/or geotextile/geomembrane. 

If you have any questions, please call me at (213) 580-1070 or call David 
Thompson at (213) 580..1 075. 

c: Rod Nelson, LARWQCB 
Del Biagi, LA City, BOS 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Joe Maturino 
LEA Program Manager 
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Mr. Lateef Sholebo 
City Planning Department 
221 North Figueroa, Suite 200 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

RICHARD J. RIORDAN 
MAYOR 

.February 25, 1997 

Subject: Lopez Canyon Landfill (19-AA-0820) Proposed Energy Recove •. 

Dear Mr. Sholebo: 

TOO A. BURNETT 
"tABETH 0. ROGERS 

The City of Los Angeles Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) has received .and / 
reviewed a Project Description, dated January 16, 1997, for the proposed Lopez 
Canyon Landfill Energy Recovery Facility. The project consists of installing two 

1 Caterpillar engines connected to two electrical generating units which will produce three 
megawatts each of electricity through the burning of landfill gas. We have the following · 
comments on the submittal: 

• The Governmental Approvals Required section, on pages 6-7 needs to be revised. 
The energy recovery facility is required to be included in the Lopez Canyon Final 
Closure Plan. Therefore, the plan must be amended to include this proposed 
facility. Amendment of the plan requires approval by the LEA, Los Angeles 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, and the California Integrated Waste 
Management Board. · 

• Since the main controlling document for the closure and postclosure maintenance of 
the site is the final closure plan, the LEA will consider both the Bureau of Sanitation 
and the project applicant as being responsible for compliance with the closure plan 
and applicable landfill closure statues and regulations. 

• When the system shuts down, section 3.2.1.3 says that the system will be diverted 
to the existing BOS flares after twelve hours. The LEA believes that gas should be 
diverted to BOS flares within a much shorter time to prevent odors from landfill gas 
affecting the surrounding community. The applicant should provide this office with 
an alternative plan. 

• Indicate how and where the landfill gas conveyance line will cross the road between 
the energy facility and the landfill. 

• Submit a set of construction blueprints for the energy facility . 

...... ............. .......... , - .. ~ .. ,.,.. .. ,_ ------·•~••-~ A--0-AA .............. _..,.,_ .. , ----• -·•--



Should you have any questions, please call me at (213) 580-1068 or Mr. Joe 
Maturino, Program Manager at (213) 580-1070. 

c: 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
LEA Program Director 

Steve Fortune, City Bureau of Sanitation ~ 
Peter Janicki, CIWMB 

( 
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9. REVISED CLOSURE COST ESTIMATE 

9.1 General 

This section presents the February 1995 revised cost estimate for closure of the 

Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill. This estimate supersedes the estimate presented in 

Section 11 of the PCP and supersedes the estimate presented in Section 8 of the 

amendment to the PCP (FCP) submitted in February 1994. The modifications to the 

closure cost estimate are related to the modifications in the fmal cover design and fmal 

grading, landfill gas control system, irrigation system, and surface-water drainage 

system. In addition, the City of Los Angeles maintains a fully funded trust fund for the 

entire value of the closure cost estimate. 

9.2 Cost Categories 

9.2.1 Final Cover 

The Lopez Canyon Sanitary Landfill Disposal Areas A, B, AB +, and C are 

comprised of about 84 acres (34 hectares) of deck surface area and about 77 acres 

(31 hectares) of slope surface area. A minimum 24-in. (600-mm) thick layer of interim 

cover will exist over the entire landfill area once filling. is complete. This cover is placed 

during the normal landfill operations at the site. The planned final cover for the deck 

area of Disposal Areas A, B, and AB+ and the slope area of Disposal Areas A, B, 

AB +, and C consists of a compacted low-permeability soil barrier layer approximately 

12-in. (300-mm) thick, and a 24-in. (600-mm) thick protective soil vegetation layer. 
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The fmal cover design for the deck and bench areas of Disposal Area C consists 

of an 12-in. (150-mm) thick compacted low-permeability soil barrier layer, a 40-mil 

(1-mm) thick VFPE geomembrane, a 12 oz/yd2 (410 g/m~ nonwoven geotextile cushion, 

and a 24-in. (600-mm) thick protective soil vegetative layer. The final cover for the 

slope areas of Disposal Areas AB + and C differs from the deck and bench areas of 

Disposal Area C in that no geotextile cushion or geomembrane is used. The deck/bench 

surface area of Disposal Area Cis about 24.1 acres (9.8 hectares) while the slope surface 

area is about 10.9 acres (4.4 hectares). The deck surface area of Disposal Area AB+ 

is about 31.6 acres (12.8 hectares). The Disposal Area AB+ deck includes about 4.8 

acres (2.0 hectares) and about 2,000 linear feet of the existing paved haul road and 

concrete trapezoidal perimeter channel to the north of the proposed access road. The 

slope surface area of Disposal Area AB + is about 17.5 acres (7 .1 hectares). 

The revised cost estimate for final cover construction reflects the supply and 

installation of the geotextile cushion and VFPE geomembrane on the deck and bench 

areas of Disposal Area C, the revised quantity of earthen material used in the fmal cover 

for Disposal Areas AB+ and C, the changes in surface areas resulting from the final 

grading design modifications, and the need to reconstruct the existing haul road and 

perimeter channel. 

Installation of the geotextile cushion and VFPE geomembrane is estimated to 

cost about $785,740 based on a unit cost of $0.75 per square foot ($8.07 per square 

meter) which includes construction quality assurance. The revised final grading design 

for Disposal Areas AB+ and C resulted in a decrease in earthwork quantities (i.e., low

permeability clay and vegetative cover). This resulted in a decrease of $1,722,585 in 

earthwork costs. The cost of demolishing and reconstructing those portions of the 

existing haul road and perimeter channel that overly waste has been estimated at 

$305,640. This resulted in a decrease of $1,466,586 in total closure costs. As a result 
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of the above changes, the total cost of final cover construction has decreased from 

$10,687,998 to $9,221,412 in 1995 dollars. Note that this includes an increase of $359 

for construction management costs and a reduction of $50,000 for closure plan costs that 

were considered when figuring the total cost reduction of closure construction. 

9.2.2 Revegetation and Irrigation 

Revegetation and irrigation costs cover the cost of soil preparation and planting 

of the vegetative cover, and temporary and permanent irrigation systems on the deck and 

slope areas, respectively. The revised revegetation and irrigation plan and figures are 

presented in Section 8 of this document. The revised cost estim:l,te for revegetation 

reflects the decrease of about 5 acres ( 4 hectares) in the total surface area of the landfill 

to be revegetated. At a unit cost of about $3,225 per acre ($8,000 per hectare) for soil 

preparation, planting, fertilizing, and mulching, the revised surface area results in a 

revegetation cost savings of $16,125. The elimination of the temporary irrigation system 

on the deck areas resulted in an additional cost savings of $232,000. The permanent 

slope irrigation system has a unit cost of about $19,000 per acre ($47,000 per hectare). 

The revised final grading plan resulted in a decrease of slope surface area of about 16.5 

acres (hectares). The revised surface area results in a decrease in irrigation costs of about 

$313,500. The total cost for revegetation and irrigation decreased from $2,382,350 to 

$1,821,823 in 1995 dollars. 
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9.2.3 Landfill Gas Control System 

The cost estimate for the landfill gas control system is essentially unchanged 

from that presented in the FCP since the proposed vertical and horizontal landfill gas 

wells in Disposal Area C will already be in place when closure is implemented. 

9.2.4 Snrface-Water Drainage System 

Costs for the surface-water drainage system include construction of the on-site 

drainage facilities. The revised cost for the surface-water drainage system reflects the 

decrease of about 5 acres (2 hectares) in the total landfill surface area and the 

corresponding changes to the surface-water drainage system presented in the FCP and 

which are described in Section 5 of this amendment. These changes result in: (i) a 

reduction of about 780 ft (240 m) in the total length of downchutes; (ii) a reduction of 

6 inlet structures and bench crossings; (iii) the addition of about 1,000 ft (305 m) of 

diversion channel; and (iv) the addition of two splash walls. 

In addition, several surface-water drainage elements included in the closure cost 

estimate presented in the FCP have either been: (i) built since the FCP was issued; or (ii) 

eliminated as a result of design modifications. These elements include: (i) three 

detention basins ($980,000); (ii) one debris basin ($180,000); (iii) 6,100 ft (1 ,860 m) of 

concrete trapezoidal channel ($176,530); (iv) 2,070 ft (630 m) of reinforced concrete 

pipe; (v) 6,000 square feet (560 square meters) of grouted riprap ($48,000); and 

(vi) 143,250 square feet (13,310 square meters) of 4-in. (100-mm) thick asphaltic 

concrete paving for access roads ($14,800). As a result of all the above changes, the 

.total cost for the surface-water drainage system has decreased from $2,394,989 to 

$829,870 in 1995 dollars. 
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9.2.5 Security Installation 

This category includes installation of the signs and perimeter fence and the cost 

is unchanged from that presented in the PCP. 

9.2.6 Contingency 

A 20 percent contingency factor has been added to the closure construction cost 

estimate presented in Section 9.3. This percentage is unchanged from the PCP. 

9.3 Cost Estimate 

Table 9-1 presents a summary of costs for the closure features previously 

described by category. The revised total cost for closure implementation has decreased 

from $21,849,558 to $17,538,990 in 1995 dollars. Any cost overruns that result from 

this cost estimate will be paid by the City. Appendix K of the PCP Volume 11 of IV has 

been revised to include the updated closure cost estimate. Appendix K is provided as 

Appendix F of this document. 
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TABLE 9-1 

REVISED SUMMARY OF CLOSURE COST ESTIMATE 
PARTIAL CLOSURE PLAN AMENDMENT 
LOPEZ CANYON SANITARY LANDFILL 

CLOSURE FEATURE 

Final Cover Construction* 

Revegetation/Irrigation* 

Surface-Water Drainage System Installation* 

Site Security Installation 

Other1 (includes clay - C Deck, geotextile - C Deck & 
Benches, clay - all sl()pes, rebuilding portions of the 
haul road and drainage channel, landfill gas system 
modifications, ground-water monitoring modifications, 
vadose zone monitoring modifications, and construction 
management) 

I. Subtotal 

II. Contingency Costs (20 percent) 

III. Total Closure Costs 

ESTIMATED COST 
(1995 Dollars) 

$ 5,407,249 

$1,821,823 

$829,870 

$33,000 

$6,523,883 

. 

$14,615,825 

$2,923,165 

$17,538,990 

1 Total fmal cover cost is the sum of "Final Cover Construction" costs and a portion of 
"Other" costs. 

Note: * Cost estimate features changed from the PCP. 
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MONITORING SYSTEMS REPORT 
LOPEZ CANYON SANITARY LANDFILL 
LAKE VIEW TERRACE, CALIFORNIA 

Prepared for: 

Bureau of Sanitation 

Department of Public Works 

City of Los Angeles 

419 South Spring Street, Suite 800 

Los Angeles, California 90013 

(213) 893-8211 

Prepared by: 

GeoSyntec Consultants 

16541 Gothard Street, Suite 211 

Huntington Beach, California 92647 

(714) 843-6866 

GeoSyntec Consultants Project No. CE4100-09 

5 August 1994 
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2.6.3 Vadose Zone Monitoring 

The BOS has been collecting samples of vadose zone liquids from lysimeters 

LYS-1 and LYS-2 -- the locations of which are shown on Figure 2-6. The BOS 

received approval from the RWQCB to abandon these lysimeters in conjunction with 

the fmal closure of Disposal Area A [RWQCB, 1994]. The lysimeters were abandoned 

in June, 1994. 

Pending approval of the RWQCB, the BOS proposes to use landfill gas 

migration monitoring probes (GMMP) for vadose zone monitoring at the landfill. The 

BOS monitors gases on a monthly basis in 41 GMMP installed around the landfill. The 

GMMP are checked for organic compounds using a hand held organic vapor analyzer 

(OVA). Gas samples are collected from the two GMMP with the highest concentrations 

of organic compounds (as detected by the OVA) for analysis for VOC using the 

methodology of USEPAMethod T0-14. The two gas samples collected for laboratory 

testing are also analyzed for oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane, and non

methane organic compounds (NMOC). 

2.6.4. Surface Water Monitoring 

the BOS currently monitors surface water run-off from the landfill semi

annually at the four locations shown on Figure 2-6. The existing four locations where 

surface water run-off samples are collected are (i) SWS-1, at the Canyon A outlet, (ii) 

SWS-2, at the Canyon B retention basin outlet, (iii) SWS-3, at the Canyon C retention 

basin outlet, and (iv) SWS-4, at the Haul Road subdrain pipe outlet. In addition to 

these surface water monitoring locations, the BOS proposes to collect and analyze 

samples of surface water from the following locations: 

• the Area C subdrain line; 

• the fill subdrain outlet down gradient of Area C near the pumping 

station; and 
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CITY oF Los ANGELEs 
BOARD OF 

PUBLIC WORKS 

COMMISSIONERS 

CHARLES E. DICKERSON Ill 
PRESIDENT 

J.P. ELLMAN 
VICE·PRESIOENT 

ADAM 0. DUNCAN, JR. 

PERCY DURAN Ill 

M. E. "REO" MARTINEZ 

NOV 04 1994 
Dr. Robert P. Ghirelli 
Executive Officer 

California Regional Water Quality 

CALIFORNIA 

RICHARD J. RIORDAN 
MAYOR 

Control Board (CRWQCBJ - Los Angeles Region 
101 Centre Plaza, Ca 91765-2156 

Attention: Don Peterson, Senior Manager 

GROUNDWATER MONITORING AT LOPEZ CANYON LANDFILL 

DEPARTMENT OF 

PUBLIC WORKS 

BUREAU OF SANITATION 

DELWIN A. BIAGI 
DIRECTOR 

HARRY M. SIZEMORE 

JOHN T. CROSSE 

SAM L FURUTA 

MICHAEL M. MILLER 
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS 

SUIT£ 1400, CITY HALL EASY 
200 NORTH MAIN STREET 
l.OS ANGELES, CA 9001 2 

(213) 485-5112 
FAX No. (213) 626-5514 

Unless we hear otherwise from the CRWQCB, the Bureau of Sanitation plans to 
implement the procedures outlined in the Monitoring Systems Report submitted to the 
CRWQCB in Aug~st 1994. Monitoring will be conducted in December as per 
Monitoring and Reporting Program No. 5636. This will be the last sampling event 
conducted under this program. 

If you have any questions, please call Ken Redd of my staff at (818) 834-5111. 

KRR/RS:mep 

c: S. Fortune 
K. Redd 
R. Strohm 

IRWOCB_OSI 

DELWIN A. BIAGI, 
Director 

by: 

~a .P~ f<.1Z1Z 
Stephen A. Fortune, 
Division Manager 
Solid Waste Management Division 
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PROPOSED GEOSYNTHETIC CLAY LINE 
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2. REVISED FINAL COVER DESIGN 

2.1 General 

The fmal cover for Disposal Area C has been revised from the design presented 

in the PCP to conform to the requirements of Subtitle D, Chapter 15, and RWQCB 

Order No. 93-062 for fmal covers over bottom liners which include a geomembrane. 

This revised fmal cover design was submitted to the CIWMB in February 1994 and was 

approved on 10 October 1995. A copy of the approval is presented in Appendix G. The 

final cover presented in the PCP employed an infiltration barrier layer composed of 

compacted soil only. The revised design for Disposal Area C incorporates a 

geomembrane in the infiltration barrier layer in the deck and bench areas. The 

geomembrane was included in the deck and bench areas in accordance with the 

prescribed minimum construction standards of SubtitleD and Chapter 15. On the slopes 

of the waste face, an engineered alternative final cover is employed. The alternative 

slope fmal cover was designed in accordance with state and federal regulatory standards. 

for a performance-based design of an engineered alternative final cover. 

A performance evaluation of the Disposal Area C alternative slope fmal cover 

was conducted to demonstrate compliance with applicable state and federal regulations. 

The performance evaluation included an infiltration analysis and a slope stability 

assessment for the alternative slope fmal cover design. The performance evaluation also 

included a demonstration that the construction of the prescriptive final cover provided 

in state and federal regulations on the side slopes was burdensome and impractical and 

would not promote attainment of the performance goals for final covers, as required by 
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the state regulations. A detailed presentation of the performance evaluation is contained 

in the Final Cover Performance Evaluation report presented as Appendix H of this 

addendum. A summary of the performance evaluation is presented herein. 

2.2 Regulatory Framework 

State of California regulations concerning design and construction of fmal covers 

for closure of municipal solid waste landfills are found in Title 14, Chapter 15, and 

RWQCB Order No. 93-062. Federal regulations for fmal covers are provided in 

Subtitle D. State and federal regulations both provide a minimum prescriptive 

construction standard for the fmal cover of Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (MSWLFs) 

that includes a protective vegetative erosion control layer and a low-permeability soil 

infiltration barrier layer. State regulations are somewhat more restrictive than federal 

regulations with respect to these layers, requiring a thicker erosion control layer and an 

order of magnitude lower hydraulic conductivity for the barrier layer. The state and 

federal regulations both require that the final cover have a "permeability" less than or 

equal to that of any bottom liner or underlying material. This requirement is generally 

interpreted as an implied prescriptive requirement that a geomembrane be included in the 

final cover barrier layer above areas which incorporate a geomembrane in the bottom 

liner. This "permeability" requirement is also interpreted as a performance standard 

requiring less infiltration of surface water through the fmal cover than liquid flux through 

the base of the landfill. 
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Based upon the state and federal regulations and considering that Disposal 

Area C does have a geomembrane bottom liner, the prescriptive fmal cover for Disposal 

Area C is inferred to consist of (from top to bottom): 

• a vegetative layer at least 12-in. (300-mm) thick and of greater thickness 

than the rooting depth of any vegetation planted on the final cover; 

• a geomembrane infiltration barrier; 

• a compacted soil barrier layer not less than 12-in. (300-mm) thick with 

a maximum hydraulic conductivity of 1 x J0·6 em/sec; 

• a foundation layer at least 24-in. (600-mm) thick; and 

• a design which provides for the minimum maintenance possible. 

Both federal and state regulations provide for design of an alternative to the 

prescriptive fmal cover. Federal regulations allow the director of an approved state to 

approve an alternative design shown to be equivalent or superior to the performance of 

the prescriptive design with respect to infiltration and wind and water erosion. 

California is an approved state. 

Section 17773. of Title 14 provides for the approval of alternative final covers 

when the owner demonstrates that: 

• the prescriptive standard described in Chapter 15 is not feasible; and 
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• the engineered alternative is consistent with the performance goal of the 

prescriptive standard and provides equivalent protection to the ground 

water; 

To establish that the prescriptive standard of Chapter 15 is not feasible, the 

owner must further demonstrate that the prescriptive final cover: 

• is reasonably and unnecessarily burdensome and will cost substantially 

more; and 

• is impractical and will not promote attainment of the performance goals. 

The state and federal requirement that the fmal cover have a "permeability" less 

than or equal to the bottom liner or underlying material is generally interpreted as an 

implied final cover infiltration performance standard that the flux through the cover 

should be less than the flux through the base liner. United States Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEP A) has confirmed this interpretation of the implied prescriptive 

requirement and performance standard of the Subtitle D closure requirement in the "Final 

rule; corrections" for Subtitle D published in the Federal Register of 26 June 1992 

(Vol. 57, No. 124, pp. 28626-28628). USEPA's comments on the prescriptive and 

performance standards for final cover design are discussed in detail in the Final Cover 

Performance Evaluation report presented in Appendix H. 

The Final Cover Performance Evaluation report presented in Appendix H of this 

addendum contains the demonstration required by state regulations that construction of 

the prescriptive final cover on the slopes of the waste face of Disposal Area C is both 

burdensome and impractical and will not promote attainment of the performance goals 
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for final covers. On the basis of this demonstration, an engineered alternative fmal cover 

for the Disposal Area C waste slopes was developed. 

2.3 Revised Final Cover Configuration 

2.3.1 Disposal Area C Dedi/Bench Areas 

The final cover on deck and bench areas of Disposal Area C satisfies the 

prescriptive standard in the California regulations. The deck and bench area fmal cover, 

shown in Figures 2-1 through 2-1(f), consists of the following components (from top to 

bottom): 

• vegetative layer at least 24-in. (600-mm) thick; 

• 12 oz/yd2 
( 410 g/m2

) non-woven geotextile cushion; 

• 40-mil (1-mm) thick very~flexible polyethylene (VFPE) geomembrane 

(smooth on the deck areas and textured on the bench areas). Technical 

specifications are shown in Table 2-1. Note that VFPE geomembranes 

include very low density polyethylene (VLDPE) and linear low density 

polyethylene (LLDPE), as noted in Appendices Hand I; 

• 12-in. (300-mm) thick barrier layer of compacted low-permeability soil, 

with a hydraulic conductivity no greater than 1 x 10·6 crnls. A 

geosynthetic clay liner (GCL) with a hydraulic conductivity no greater 

than 5 x 10 ·9 crnls may be used as a barrier layer for the deck area 
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instead of the low-permeability soil. Technical specifications for GCL 

are shown in Table 2-2; and 

24-in. (600-mm) thick foundation layer . 

Disposal Area A, B, and AB+ Deck Areas 

The final cover on the deck of Disposal Areas A, B, and AB+ has been 

modified from that presented in the PCP to delete the geotextile between the vegetative 

layer and the low-permeability soil barrier layer. In addition, a geosynthetic clay liner 

(GCL) with a hydraulic conductivity no greater than 5 x 10·9 cm/s may be used as a 

barrier layer. The use of a GCL will depend on the availability of low-permeability soil, 

ease of application, and economical feasibility. The modified final cover is presented in 

Figures 2-2 through 2-2(d). 

2.3.3 Disposal Area C Slope Areas 

An engineered alternative final cover was developed for the slope are;~s of the 

Disposal Area C waste face. The engineered alternative was developed on the basis of 

the demonstration included in Appendix H of this amendment, the Final Cover 

Performance Evaluation report, that inclusion of a geomembrane in the slope areas of the 

Disposal Area C final cover would be burdensome and impractical and would not 

promote attainment of the performance goals of a final cover. Use of a geomembrane 

in the final cover on the waste slopes was deemed burdensome and impractical due to 

constructability, stability, and cost considerations. Furthermore, the maintenance 
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requirements for a slope final cover incorporating a geomembrane were deemed contrary 

to the performance goal of minimizing final cover maintenance. 

The engineered alternative final cover design for the slope areas of the Disposal 

Area C waste face is shown in Figure 2-3. The final cover for the slope area consists 

of the following components (from top to bottom): 

2.3.4 

• vegetative layer at least 24-in. (600-rnrn) thick; 

• 12-in. (300-rnrn) thick barrier layer of compacted low-permeability soil 

with a hydraulic conductivity no greater than 1 x 10·6 cmls; and 

• 24-in. (600-rnrn) thick foundation layer . 

Disposal Areas A. B. and AB+ Slope Areas 

The change in the fmal elevation of Disposal Area C has produced a split-deck 

fmal grading plan, with the deck ofDisposal Area Cat elevation 1,600 ft msl and the 

deck of Disposal Area AB + at elevation 1770 ft rnsl. This split deck has created a need 

for construction of a fmal cover on the waste slopes of Disposal Area AB + between the 

decks of Disposal Areas AB + and C. The same fmal cover used on the Disposal Area 

C slopes will be used on the slopes of Disposal Areas A, B, and AB+. This fmal cover 

for the A and B slopes is different than that which was originally submitted in the PCP. 

The monolithic cover was replaced with the fmal cover as described in the above section. 

This modification was submitted to the CIWMB on 31 May 1994 and approved on 10 

October 1995. A copy of the approval letter is presented in Appendix G. This final 

cover is shown in Figure 2-3 and described in the preceding section. As Disposal Areas 
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A, B, and AB+ are not underlain by a geomembrane liner, the fmal cover for the decks 

and benches in these areas do not require a geomembrane. The final cover conforms to 

the prescriptive design standard. Additionally, a portion of the haul road and perimeter 

channel in Disposal Area AB + will be reconstructed to include a final cover, since 

refuse underlies this area. This final cover detail is shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-4(a). 

2.4 Infiltration Analyses 

Use of an engineered alternative final cover on the waste slopes of Disposal 

Area C requires a demonstration that the alternative design provides equivalent protection 

to ground water and resistance to infiltration compared to the prescriptive design. The 

potential for infiltration of surface water through the alternative fmal cover on the slopes 

of the waste face was evaluated using two USEPA-developed water balance models: (i) 

HELP Model Version 2 [USEPA; 1984 a,b]; and (ii) the SW-168 Model developed by 

Fenn et a!. [1975]. The infiltration calculations. are included in Appendix H of this 

addendum, the Final Cover Performance Evaluation report. 

Neither the HELP nor the SW-168 Model predicted infiltration through the 

cover. One factor influencing the lack of infiltration is the high percentage of run-off 

from the 2H: 1 V Disposal Area C slopes. In addition, the annual precipitation is 

significantly less than the annual pan evaporation rate. As a result, the soil moisture 

storage capacity was not exceeded in either short term or long term conditions, resulting 

in no infiltration through the fmal cover barrier layer. Because there was no infiltration 

through the barrier layer, the engineered alternative final cover design for the Disposal 

Area C slopes meets the infiltration performance standard of less infiltration through the 

final cover than through the bottom liner. 
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2.5 Final Cover Slope Stability 

Both one-dimensional (infinite slope) and two-dimensional slope stability 

analyses of the Disposal Area C final cover were performed. Slope stability calculations 

are included in Appendix H of this report, the Final Cover Performance Evaluation 

report. The one-dimensional slope stability analyses were performed using the 

methodology suggested by Matasovic [1991]. Two-dimensional slope stability analyses 

were performed using the computer program PC STABL 5M [Achilleos, 1988]. 

One-dimensional stability analyses yielded a minimum (static) factor of safety 

of 2.0 for a failure surface passing through the waste immediately below the existing 

foundation layer. The corresponding pseudo-static factor of safety for a seismic 

coefficient of 0.2 was 1.41. GeoSyntec considers this pseudo-static factor of safety 

acceptable based upon the conclusions of Seed [1979]. Based upon observations of the 

performance of slopes and embankments in earthquakes around the world, Seed [1979] 

concluded that slopes designed with a pseudo-static factor of safety of 1.15 for a seismic 

coefficient of 0.15 experienced "acceptable" deformations (less than 1 ft (0.3 m)) in 

earthquakes of all magnitudes and intensities. However, to substantiate this conclusion, 

maximum permanent seismic displacements were estimated using charts developed by 

Hynes and Franklin [1984] using Newmark analyses. Predicted displacements for the 

critical final cover failure surface were on the order of 2 in. (50 mrn) for the design peak 

ground acceleration of 0.69 g. Two-dimensional slope stability analyses yielded a 

minimum (static) factor of safety of 2.86 and a pseudo-static factor of safety of 2.0. 

The infiltration analyses indicated the potential for development of down slope 

seepage parallel to the face of the slope within the vegetative cover layer was negligible, 

even for the 100-year, 24-hour storm. However, stability analyses were conducted for 

the limiting case of seepage parallel to the slope. Stability analyses for the condition of 
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seepage parallel to the slope yielded a minimum (static) factor of safety of 2.5 for this 

condition. 

The final cover on the slopes of the Disposal Area AB+ waste face will have 

the same cross section as the fmal cover on the Disposal Area C waste face. However, 

the inclination of the slopes on the Disposal Area AB+ waste face is 2.5H:1V, flatter 

than the 2H: 1 V inclination of the slopes on the Disposal Area C waste face. As the fmal 

cover on the Disposal Area C waste face was demonstrated to be stable, separate stability 

calculations for the flatter Disposal Area AB + fmal cover were not considered 

necessary. 

The stability calculations are included in Appendix H of this addendum, the 

Final Cover Performance Evaluation report. 
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TABLE2-l 

REQUIRED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 40-MIL 
VFPE COVER GEOMEMBRANE 

FINAL CLOSURE PLAN 
LOPEZ CANYON SANITARY LANDFILL 

PROPERTY TEST METHOD REQUIREMENTS 

Thickness, mit. ASTM D 751 (modified 36 mils (minimum) 
with Conical Tip) 40 mils (average) 

Specific Gravity (g/cm3
) ASTMD792, 0.92 (minimum) 

ASTM D 1505 0.94 (maximum) 

Min. Tensile Properties ASTM D 638 (NSF 54) <'l 

• Tension at Yield (lb/in) (20 in. per min.) 50 

• Tension at Break (lb/in) 145 

• Strain at Yield(%) 20 

• Strain at Break (%) 625 

Tear Resistance, lbs. ASTM D 1004, Die C 24 

Puncture Resistance, lbs. FTMS I 0 I Method 2065 56 

Low Temp. Impact, °F (max.) ASTM D 746 -120 

Dimensional Stability,% (max.) ASTM D 1204 (NSF 54) ±1.0 

Carbon Black Content, ASTM D 1603 2-3 
Allowable Range in percent 

Carbon Black Dispersion ASTMD5596 (2) 

Notes: (t) Elongation at break shall be calculated using a gage length of2.5 in. 
Minimum of 5 Category I, Minimum of8 Categories 1 and 2, and Minimum of I 0 Categories 1,2,3. 

(J) The yield stress and strain will be defined as the point on the stress~strain curve where the tangent 
modulus first reaches 290 psi. 
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TABLE2-2 

REQUIRED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES FOR 
GEOSYNTIIETIC CLAY LINER 

FINAL CLOSURE PLAN 
LOPEZCANYONSANITARYLANDFILL 

PROPERTY TEST REQUIREMENTS 
METHOD 

Dcy Mass of Bentonite ASTMD 3776 0.8 lb/ft2 

per Unit Area 

Puncture Strength, ASTMD4833 100 lb 
Unhydrated GCL . 

Bentonite Free Swell USPNFXVII 25 ml 

Hydraulic ASTMD5084 5 X 10·9 cm/s 
Conductivity<!) 

Notes: (I)Perfonned under a confining pressure of 5 psi. 
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the slope minimizes the potential for ponding and infiltration, the geomembrane is 

omitted from the infiltration barrier layer of the final cover. Infiltration analyses show 

that, due to the high percentage of surface water run-off from the final cover slopes and 

the arid climate at Lopez Canyon, this alternative final cover on the slopes of the 

Disposal Area C waste face will satisfy final cover performance standards, including 

the performance standard for surface water infiltration. 

A final cover satisfying the prescriptive minimum standard will be used on 

deck and bench areas of Disposal Area C. The final cover cross-section proposed for 

the deck and bench areas is shown in Figure 3-1. This deck and bench area final cover 

consists of the following components, from top to bottom: 

• 24-in. (600-mm) thick, minimum, vegetative layer (thickness varies 

from about 26 in. (650 mm) to 35 in. (875 mm) on bench areas); 

• 12 oz/yd2 (410 g/m2) nonwoven geotextile cushion; 

• 40-mil (1-mm) thick VLDPE geomembrane (both sides textured on 

bench areas); Appendix III provides an analysis of this geomembrane 

barrier; 

• 12cin. (300-mm) thick compacted low-permeability soil barrier layer 

having a saturated hydraulic conductivity no greater than 1 x 10·6 cm/s; 

and 

• 24-in. (600-mm) thick foundation layer (existing at the time of closure). 

The alternative final cover cross-section proposed for the slopes of the Disposal 

Area C waste face is shown in Figure 3-2. It consists of the following components, 
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TABLE 5.3 TENSILE BEHAVIOR PROPERTIES OF 30·MIL PVC, 36·MIL CSPE.ANO 30-MIL HOPE 

Property 

maximum stress* (lb./in. 1) 

(megapascals) 

maximum strain* (%) -
modulus (lb./in. 2) 

(megapascals) ---
ultimate srress (lb./in.') 

(megapascals) 

ultimate strain (%) 

*Notes: 

PVC values are at ultimate 

CSPE~R values are at scrim break 

HOPE values are at yield 

d.n.f. = did not fail 

PVC 

3400 
23 

300 

9000 
62 

3400 
23 

300 

Narrow~width ( J .()..in. Wide--width (8.Q..in. 
Dumbbell shape . [25 mm}) shape [100-mm]) shape Three-dimensional• shapt 

(Fig. 5.2) (Fig. 5.3) (Fig. 5.3) (Fig. 5.5) 

CSPE-R HOPE PVC CSPE-R HOPE PVC CSPE-R HOPE PVC CSPE·R HOPE 

5700 ~ 2900 5100 3000 2800 4300 2800 1200 3300 ~ 39 20 35 21 19 30 19 8.3 23 

17 ® 300 35 13 300 30 IS 120+ 100 <€:> 
33,000 94,000 9000 15.000 40,000 9000 14,000 33,000 4000 5000 25,000 

227 '648 62 103 275 62 96 227 28 34 172 

1300 =4000 2700 1200 5:!1.3500 2800 1100 "'3000 d.n.f. 3300 2300 
9.0 28 19 8.3 24 19 7.6 21 23 16 

100 =700 300 58 =600 300 51 a.soo d.n.f. 100 47 

D<.!(t)~~LL (LQ.1 <O~P.i) ~~~~. 

~-t:>(•·"/ 1'1"1\31..\lf\XIAL) 

Foi<. ~~ SW.,E:SS 'j\~C...t\) ~P.\\0:: 3;1.00 ";.\A -\-lklC s t..ess 
-2,, ~00 

fO~ ~\:)~" ~'i'~l\1~ '/lf.C.'-!::>1 ~P..1'10'.: ~ ). (]. '2.:1 I <:l ~ 4,:!. 1\1-.f;.J 
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Design of SoU Layer-Geosynthetic Systems Overl:>-ing 
Voids 

J.P. Giroud, R. Bonaparte,J. F. Beech& B. A. Gross 

OeoScmces Inc. Consultina Engineers, 
1200 South Federal Highway, Suite 204 
Boynton Beach, l'lorida 33435, USA 

ABSTRACT 

• 

This paper presenll eqwztions, tables, amJ chartS to design soU klyer· 
geosynthetic systems to span voids such as tension cracks; sinkholes, 
dissolution cavities, amJ depressions in foundation soils due to differentW 
settlements or locali::ed subsidence. Thest tqwztions, tables, and charts 
wtrt dtvtloped by combining tensioMd membrane theory (for tht geosyn· 
thetk) with arching theory (for tht soilklyer), thereby providing a mort 
complttt design approach than one that considers tensioned membrane 
theory only. 

Design examples art presented ta illustrate tht solution of typical 
problems such as: stltction oftht required geosynthetk properries, deter· 
mination oftht maximum void size that can be bridged by a given system, 
and evaluation of the load-bearing capacity of a given systtm. 

NOTATION 

b Width of the infinitely long void (m) 
c Cohesion of the soil (N/m~ 
D Depth of the void (m) 
H Thickness of the soil layer (m) · 
K Coefficient of lateral earth pressure (dimensionless) 

· K, Coefficient of active earth pressure (dimensionless) 
p ·Pressure on the geosynthetic (i.e. vertical stress at the bOttom of the 

son layer) over the void area (N/m~ 
11 
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Limit value for the pressure on the geosynthetlc, over the void area 
(Nim2) 

Pressure transmitted to the bottom of the void (NimZ) 
Pressure on the geosynthetic over the void area neglecting soil 
arching (Nim2) , · 

Uniformly distributed normal stress applied on top of the soil layer 
(Nim2) 

Radius of the circular void (m) 
Maximum radius of a circular void which can be bridged by a given 
geosynthetic (m) 
Soil shear strength (N/m2) 

Geosynthetic deflection (m) 
Depth measured from the top of the soillkyer (m) 

. 
Geosynthetic "tension (force per unit width) corresponding to the 
geosynthelic strain • (N/m) · 
Limit value ror the required geos)•nthetic tension (Nim) 
Geosynthetic strain (dimensionless) , 
Unit weight of soil (N/mJ) 
Factor related toy and c (dimensionless) 
Friel ion angle or the soil (degrees and dimensionless) 
llorizontal stress at depth z (N/m2) 

Vertical stress at depth z (N/m2) 

JNTRODUCfJON 

Desrrlpllnn or the Problem ! 
I 

In mnny practical situations, a load is applied on 1 soillayei:·geosynthetic 
>)'~tem that will eventually overlie a void. (In this paper,the term 'void' is 
"'cd genericillly for cracks, cavities, depressions, etc.) Two typical exam· 
pies are a ro<~d embankment or a lining system for a reservoir constructed 
on n foundation where localized subsidence may develop. 

The design engineer has to verify that, should suhsidenee develop, the 
t!•·osynthetic layer'can sllppon the loads applied hy the overl)•ing soil and 
;my other •ource (such ns trarfic on the road or the liquid In the reservoir) 
"ithnut fniling or undergoing excessive dcRcction. The soil·geosynthetic 
~yslt·m deOects over the void, and, from a design standpoint, three 
p<~>>ihililies must he considered: 

• The gcosynthetic fails (Fig. l(a)). 

~\ 

.. 

I 

I 

Dnlt" of soil l41f'•ttOI1fll/tllk .,,,,., 

·" 1 

--~---

(a) 

l 
/p , , /p , • /):.:__----fi' /. , /p /' /. 

/ "" / """,',',777/~,";" /" / //, "~",",""""""" /" // ,",/_,",",",","/, 
(b) 

----------~ I ~----------
"

-,.,..,....,- 7"'' l .. , , "' "' "~---~ ,' / /;, 
"'~"~":":"~"~"'~";"~">/~"/~"~"/,~~ 
(c) •• 
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Fie. 1. Three dc:sl&n silualions: (o) the ~-ynthetic folb; (b) the f'Olynthelic andcrcoes 
limited cleftectlon ond bridf'llhe void; and (<)the J<Olynlhelic deftc<ll unllllt comn Ia 

conloct with tile bouom of the void. 

• The geosynthetic undergoes limited deftection and bridges the void 
(Fig. I (b)). 

• The geosynthelic delleciS until it comes in contact wilh the bouom of 
the void (Fig. J(c)). 

The Nature of Voids 

Examples of voids that can develop under a geosynthetic arc discussed 
below: 

T~nsion Cracks 
Such cracks can occur In non·salltroted cohesive soils suhjecled In tensile 
stresses and/or differential movements caused by sclllemenl or other 
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FIJ, 2. LaraeteMiotl crad: fonne.t uncler a ae-mbranellner. 

" 

+ 
\c 

t11. J, M~dmnilm of ten~ inn cract tcmnation II the IOC of thesidt slope of a reservoir (nOI 
lo t<ale). (Aller l.a<ldi~re ond Perrin.') -

mechanisms. A case has been rcrortcd1 where very large cracks (0· I
ll· 3 m wide) dc\·eloped in the cohesive soil located under the g<'omem· 
hrane liner of a reservoir (Fig. 2). The cracks occurred near the. toe of the 
side slopes of the reservoir. In this area, tensile stresses al!d diffc:renlial 
movcmcnrs resulted from the different warer pressure orientarions on I he 
l•ouom and on the slopes, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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(a) 
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'•\; ~~ ~.\)~~~ ~Jii 
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.~ .. ·• ~,:loiJ."/i 
l,o'.!:"w.'.::~.\' 
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-~ 
(c) 

Flc.4.Sinlholeln 1 bmkllmesl-mau: (•) bcforecolbpsc;(b) after partial collapse 
1 and(e)lhcrcomplctecolbpsc. 

Fin11r~s and Cracks in B~droclc 
Soil layers or masses ate sometimes constructed on a bedrock wirh fissures 
or cracks. A rare but irpportant ease is the construction or the c:lay core or a 
dam on a bedrock wllere cracks may develop. Some dam failures have 
resulted from this situftion. 

Sit~klloles du~ to Karsiic Collapse 
Karstic limestone masses contain pockets or chimneys filled with soil. 
Water or other liquids seeplnc through a hrstic limestone mass may 
remove soil from these pockets or chimneys, thereby crealing a void which 
can be on the order of one to acveral meters in diameter (Fig. 4). These 
voids are usually referred lo as sinkholes. The bursting of a geomembrane 
liner installed on a mass of karstic limestone which subsequenlly collapsed 
has been described by Giroud and Goldsreinl and Giroud. 3 Karsric 
collapses can occur under other types of structures, such as road embank· 
ments, as discussed by Bonapanc and Berg. 4 

Soil Dissolution 
Dissolution cavities cnn be caused by water in soils conraining gypsum or 
by acid in soils containing calcium carbonate. The senior aulhnr has 
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leallnJihroup a CC<~Crclc anal liner. 

oh~n·ed ca•·ilics about one meier deep and one meter wide caused by: (i) 
wutcr.leaking through the concrete liner of canals constructed in soils with 
a hi1Jh gypsum content (Fig. 5); and (ii) phosphoric acid leaking through a 
faulty $eam of the geomembrane liner or a reservoir constructed on a high 
calcium-carhonate content soil (Fig. 6).5 

lli{frum/nl Smlr"'""' 
D~prcssions in the llround surface may he formed when a localized area 
sclllcs more than ihc rest ('differential selllement'); There are many 
,iumtions where depressions result from differential $elllement. These 
indude depressions resulting from: (i) differential seulc:menl of municipal 
>olid w;oMc (rc~ullinll from the heterogeneity or the waste) affecting a 
!!Cnsynthctic·•oil cover system placed on the waste; (ii) sculcmcnt or a 

.. \ ~ 

.. 

'~ 

Dcil,. "'soil 14~1"''1'flltttk .,.,...., l 

flc.,.DiuolullonC.vity. Thlscavitylnhlpcaldu,.....rbonaleCOIIIcnlsoll-aOI$Cdby 
phoophoric acid leaklnc throuch a JCOIIICIIIbranc liner. 

localized lens or compressible soil; (iii) thawing or subsurface ke lenses; 
and (lv) aelllement or a poorly compacted trench backfill. TtsseraJ has 
reported a case or geomembrane failure overt he depression resulting from 
trench backfill seulement. Differential settlement due In lenses or com. 
pressible soils frequently occur under road embankments. 

Lot-a/iz~d Subsid~nce 
The surface or the ground may he locally depressed as a result or the 
collapse of underground cavities such as: natural caves, tunnels, mine 
workings, pipes, and tanks. Locafized subsidence may also occur at the 
surface nf municipal solid waste as a result or the cod apse or deteriorating 
structures such as refrigerators. 
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Classification or \'oids 

T~·o shapes of voids are considered In the 11udy presented In thla paper: 
Infinitely long voids with 1 width band circular voids with 1 diameter 2r. 
The voids presented above c:an therefore be put into two categories: 

• Cracks and depressions~esulling from trench backfill setilement may 
be modeled approximately as an infinitely long void. 

• Karstic sinkholes, dissolution cavities, municipal solid waste seule
ment, lens seulement, soil surface depressions and ground subsi
dence may be modeled approximately as a circular void. 

In the case of cracks and complete karstlc collapse (Fig. 4(c)), the 
geos)'nthetic deflects without reaching the bouom ~r the void. With the 
other rypes of voids, the geosynthelic mayor may not reach the bottom of 
1h.c void, depending on the geometry of the void, the modulus of the 
geosynthetic and the applied loads. 

Load·Carrylnc Mechanism 

The soil layer and underlying geosynthetlc are assumed Initially to be 
resting on a firm foundation. At some point in time, a void or a certain size 
opens below the geosynthetlc. Under the weight of the soil layer and any 
applied loads, the geosynthctic dellcCis. The delleclion has two effects; 
bmdlng of the soil layer and stretching of the geosyntheric. 

The bending of the soil layer generates arching inside lhe soil, which 
tran~feB part of the applied load away from the void area, as shown in Fig. 
7. As a result, the verticalstress, uv. over the void area issmaller than the 
average vertical stress, yH+q, due to the weight of a soil. layer of 
thicknc:ss Hand an applied uniform normal stress of magnirude q. 

1l1e stretching of the geosynthelic mobilizes a portion of the geosynthe
tic's strength. Consequently, the geosynthelic acts as a 'tensioned mem· 
hrane' and can carry a load applied normally toils surface. As a result of 
J:COS)'nthetic stretching, two cases c:an be considered: 

• In the lirsl casc,lhe stretched geosyntheticcomes·in contact with the 
bollom or the void. The mobilized portion of the geosynthetic 
strength curries a portion of the load applied normal to the surface of 
the gcosynthetic. The rest of the load is transmitted to the bottom of 
the void. 

• In the ~ccond ca~e.thc geosyntheticdocs not dellecl enough to come 
in contnct with the hottom of the void. fn this case, either the 
gcosynthctic is strong enout:h to ·support the entire load applied 
nnrmnltn Its 'nrrnce nr It rnlls. 
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fie. 7. Effect of soilorchlna on lold distribulion. 

fn summary,the soil-geosynthetie system dellects and the geosynthetle 
stretches until it fails (Fifl· J(a)) or until an equilibrium condition is 
reached (Fig. J(b) or J(c)).. 

Scope of this Paper 

This paper presenls the development and use of equations, tables, and 
charts for the case of a soil layer subjccled to a uniformly distributed 
normal load and resting on a geosynthetlc overlying a rigid foundation 
containing a single inftnileiy long void (plane-strain problem) or circular 
void (axisymmetric problem). The parameters considered in this paper 
are: ' 

• Geometric Parameler$: These include the thickness of the 'soil layer 
and the geometry orihe void (width of an infinitely long void or 
diameter of a circular void, and deplh of void) (Fig. 8). 

• Mechanical Paramelers: These include the soil mechanical properties 
and the geosynthelie !ensile behavior (expressed by its tensioll-5train 
curve). 

• Loading Conditions: These include the unit weight of the soil layer 
and the load exerted on the top of the soil layer, which is assumed to 
be normal and uniformly distribuled. 

The equations, tables, and charts make it possible to solve design prob
lems such as: 

• select tl1e required geosynthetlc mecl•anlcal properties when the 
geomelric parameteB and tlte loading conditions arc known; 
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• determine the required thickness e>f the soil layer aSSClCiated with a 
given geos)•nthetic over a given void and subjected lo given loading 
conditions; · 

• determine the void size that a given geosynthetk may bridge when it 
is associated with !I given soil layer subjected to given loading 
conditie>ns; and i 

• determine the maximum load which can be carried by a given 
soil-geosynthetic system over a given void. 

The solution of any of the above design problems depends on the allow
able geosynthetic strain. 

Orlglnalily of this Paper 

The use or tensioned membrane theory to evaluate the load-carryin~ 
c:opacily or a geosynlhetic bridging a void was presented by Giraud. 
Subsequently, Giroud" developed a design charl based on tensioned 
membrane theory. This chart has orten been used to evaluate the load
carrying capacity or a soil layer ISSClCialed with a gcosynthelic. By doing 
so, the internal shear strength of the soil layer is neglected, and this can be 
very conservative. Therefore, Bonaparte and Berg4 combined arching 
theory (for the soil layer} with tensioned membrane theory (for the 
geo~ynthelic) to formulate a more complete design approach. . 

~. ,. This paper significantly extends the earlier work of Oiroud7•1 and 
Bonaparte and Berg4 and provides an extensive analysis of soil
geosynthetic system bridging a void. ., 

ANALYSIS 

As•umpllons 

The \'Oid can he either circular (diameter 2r) or infinitely long (width b). 
Regarding the bottom of the void, two cases can be considered: (i) a 
bouomless \•oid (Fig. S(a)); and (ii) a bottom with a maximum depth D 
and a spherical shape (for the circular void) or a cylindrical shape with a 
circular cross section (for the infinite void) (Fig. 8(b)). From a design 
.randpoint, both cases nrc idcnticalifthe deOection )' ofthe geosynthetic is 
lcs> than the depth of D of the void. 

The soil layer is assumed to he horizontal and to have a uniform 
thkkness II. The stress q applied on the soil layer isassumcd to he normal 
und uniformly distributed. 
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Fie ••• Schematlecrosuec:tlon ror thco<ctlcalanalysls. Two cases an bcconsldcrtd: (a) the 
void is bollomleu; and(b) thebollomotthevoidlsasswned to have adr<Uior...,.. sectioa 
and the depth or the void Is D. The void located under the CCOSJftlhetic is either iaftnitcly 
long ("ilh • wldlh b), or circulor (111ilh. diameter 2r); 1 is the ccosynlhetic dcllccllon. 

Relevant gcosynthelic propenlcs are the tension-strain curve or, at 
least, the tension cr corresponding to the design strain •· 

Relevant soil properties are the friction angle~ and the cohesion c. For 
the anai)'Sis presented in this paper, the cohesion is neglected. fn other 
words, the charts are established for c • 0 and can be conservatively used 
for c > 0. Also, it will be shown .that the friction angle <f> docs not have a 
significant inlluencc on the analysis results if it is equal to or greater than 
20". 
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Approach 

The problem under consideration Involves a complex sQil·geosynlhellc 
interaction. The problem can be greatly simplified, however, if the soil 
response (arching) is uncoupled from the geosynthetic response (len· 
sioned membrane). Therefore, a two-step approach Is used. First, the 
hehavior of the soil layer is analyzed using dassical arching th~ory. This 
step gives the pressure at the base of the soil layer on the portion of the . 
geosynthetic located above the void. Second, tensioned m~mbrane theory 
is used to establish a relationship between the pressure on the geosynthe
tic, the tension and· strain In the geosynthetlc, and the deflection of the 
geos)·nthetic. Accordingly, the following sections deal wilh arching 
theory. tensioned membrane theory, and the combination of both. 

An inherent assumption In this uncoupled two-siep1pproach Is that the 
soil deformation required to generate the soil arch is compatible with the 
tensile strain required to mobilize the geosynthelic tension. This assump
tion has not been verified. 

Arching Theory (see Fig. 9) · 

\\'hen the gcosynthetic deflects, 1rching develops In the soil layer. As a 
result, a portion of the applied stress is transmitted laterally and; consc· 
qucntly, the normal stress transmitted to the portion of the geosynthetic 
located above the ''oid is smaller than the average vertical stress due to the 
weight of the soil layer and the uniform!)• distributed normal stress applied 
on top of the soillayer(Fig. 7). The procedures for calculating the reduced 
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stresstransmllled to the portion of the geosynthetlcloclted 1bove lhe void 
arc presenled below for an lnllnllely long void 1nd 1 circular void. 

Infinitely Long Void 
Terzaghi9 has established equations Cor soil arching over an infinitely long 
void assuming that the lateral load transfer is achieved through shear 
stressesalong vertical planes located at the edges of the void (Fig. 9). As a 
resull of this assumplion, the incremental·change In vertical stress, dov, 
due to an incremental change In depth, dz, is given by 

dCJ'v • (y- 2(.r/b)ldz (I) 

where: b - width or the inlinitdy long void;"" - verticahtressat depth 
z; y • unit weight of soil; z • depth measured from the top of the soil 
layer; and s • soil shear strength. Basic Sf units are: b(m}, ov (N/m2), y 
(N/m3

), z (m),ands (N/m2). 

The soil shear strength .along a vertical plane is expressed by 

s • c+v"tant/> (2) 

where: c • cohesion of the soil; UJt • horizontal stress at depth z; and 
t/1 • friction angle of the soil. Basic Sl units are: s (Nim~. c (Nim~, 
u11 (N/m2

), and ~(degree~);~ is dimensionless. 
The relationship between the horiwntal stress and the vertical stress is 

given by the following cl1~slcal relationship 

uH • Kuv (3) 

where: K • coefficient of lateral earth pressure (dimensionless). 
It should be noted that many or the relationships presented In this paper 

are valid for both effective and total stress conditions; however, eqn (3) Ia 
valid only for effective stress conditions. 

Combining cqns (I), (2) and (3) and solving the differential equation for, 
the boundary condition crv • q for z • 0 gives 

u : b(y-2cfb) (l-e-"'''"4<h,.IJ+qe-K,..4<b/OI 
v 2Ktant/> (4) 

where: q = uniformly distributed normal stress applied on the top of the 
soil layer (basic Sl unit: N/m2); all other notations as defined above and in 

· die Notations section • 
The pressure on top of the geosynthetic, over the void area, p, is the 
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value or uv for z • 1/in eqn (4). lllhe soli c:oheslon, c,lussumed to equal 
zero, the value of pIs-

. yb 
P • 2Ktan9(l ;c-:="l .. •ffl"j+qe-~"~•n,._ 

. I 

(S) 

where: p • pressure on top o( the geosynthelic: (i.e. vertical stress at the 
holtom of the soil layer), over the \'Oid area (basic: Sf unit: Nlm2); and 
olloer notations as defined above and in the Notations section. 

Ciuulnr Void 
Using the same approach, Kezdito has established thai eqn (S) c:an be used 
for a circular void if b is replaced by r (and not by 2r), which shows that 
arching is twice as significant for a circular void compared to an infinitely 
long void. 

rrartkal Appro.~imatt! Equations 
Selection o( the value olthe coefficient oflateral earth pressure is not easy 
since the stale of stress of the soil in the zone where arching develops is not 
fully understood. Handy11 bas made a thorough analysis of soil arching 
and proposed the following value 

K • Hl6(COl2 6+K.sin21) 

with 

II• 4S"+ .12 

and 

K. • tan2(4S"- 912) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where: K. • coefficient of active earth pressure (dimensionless); and 
other notations as defined ahove and in the Notations section. 

Another approach would consist of using the coefficient of earth 
pressure at rest, expressed as follows, according to Jalcy12 

K•l-sln9 (9) 

In cqn (5), K is IIJUIIiplied by tan4>. Values of Ktan4>, calculated using 
eqns ( 6) and (9), are given in Table 1. ~Up~ars that Ktan<f> ~~ n!)t v;uy 
significantly with <1>. if,<f!.!'!.c;!III!IJtP.:9f &~!ller th_an 20", which is the case for 
•-irtually all granular $0ils'lln!:I:J.O.t.tiil!ny.fin~·&rained soils under drained 
.condition$. Therefore, a c:onstant value of 0· 25 can be used for Ktan4> 

~ wh~n 4> Is equal to or greater tha_n 2~. As a result, eqn (S) becomes 
._' ~~.:;,~:.,.~~~~ . 

I' • 2)'1>(1 - e~0''11"') ·fiie-.. 111~ (10) 

' 
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TAIILI!: I 
Vat .... of Kton# 

Vol,_ of K WI# 

VsU., K {""" H•dy 
(ftJif (6}} 

Vsln1 K frOIIfiU1 
(•'I" (9}} 

0 
1).118 
I). I$ 
0.21 

0.25 
11-29 
0.31 
1).32 

0·32 
0.31 
0·30 
0.27 

0 
1).118 
0.15 
1).20 

0.24 
0.27 
1).29 
0.30 

0.30' 
0.29 
0·28 
0.26 

2l 

Two values of K, the -llldent ollatcrol earth prct.SUre, ore COftlidcrc<l: the value 
proposed by llandy11 Cor archlnc and I he .. 1uc proposed by JatyU for the 'at rat'11atc of 
liteS$. 

Like:eqn (SJ%qii(JO) is also va;lid for thui.~larvoid if b Is replaced by r. 
Equation 10 was used to establish Tables 3 and 4, and the charts pen in 

Figs 11 and 14. 

Comment on the Validity of Arching Theory 
The analysis presented above is the classical analysis by Terzaghi.' This 
analysis does not consider soil dilatancy, which can increase the horizontal 
stress in the soil, thereby increasing the ability or the soil to arch. 
Therefore, the analysis presented In this paper c:an be considered c:on· 
servative from this viewpoint. On the other hand, the analysis may not be 
conservative for.Joose soils that tend to c:ontract when sheared. 

Tensioned Membnme Theory 

The tensioned membrane theory bas been used by Giroud'·' 10 deal with 
lhe c:ase of a geosynthetie overlying a void and subjected to a uniformly 
distributed stress normal to Its surface. 

The equalinns given below have been established with the rollowlng 
assumptions: (i) the slrain in thr. nortinn nttt •• -·M•·-·• --' • · · 
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VaiiiCI o1 0 as a Functloo ol Dcllcctloo or Strain 

void (i.e. I he deflected porrion of rhe geosynrhetic) is uniformly disrri-
ylbor •t"l n ylbor •t"l n buted; and (ii) rhe srraln in I he pori ion of rhe geosynrheric ourside rhe void 
y/(1r} y/(1r} .area is zero and, rherefore,rhat porrion or rhe geosynrheric does nor move 
0.000 0.000 • 0.242 rs.oo 0.64 (i.e. rhe geosynrheric does nor slide toward the void). These two assump-
0·010 0·1127 12·51 0.250 IHI 0.61 rions greally simplify che analysis, bul no atlempc has been made co 
0·020 0.107 6·26 0.260 INS 0.61 evaluate their range of val!diry. 
0·030 0.2<10 .... 0.270 11·0 0.60 I 

lnfinit~ly Long Void 0·040 0·425 J.JS 0.280 19·75 O.S9 
0·030 0.663 2·$3 0.282 2(1.00 0.$1 In the case of an infinitely long vold,Che dellected shape orthe geosynthe· 
0·060 0.960 2-11 0.290 21·10 o.sa ric across the width or the void is cylindrical with a circular cross secrion, 0·061 1.000 .-2-67 0.300 22·30 0.$7 I he srrain is uniform, and lhe following relalionships exiSI 
0·070 1·30 J.82 0.310 2).93 O·S6 .• 
0·1180 1·70 1·60 0.317 25·00 o.ss I+ 1 • 20 sin-1(1/(20)) l 0·087 2·110 1·47 0.320 2$-39 o.ss (valid lfy/b:i0·5) (II) 
0·090 2-JS J.43 0.330 26-19 0.$4 
0·100 2•6$. :1·30 0.340 21-43 0.$4 I;+- r • 20{,- sin- 1fi1(20)Jl (valid if ylb il:: O·S) (12) 0·107 3·00 1·23 0.330 30·00 0.$3 
0·110 J.20 J.l9 0.360 3HIO O.Sl 

l 0·120 J.BO J.JO 0.370 33·23 0.$2 where: e • geosynrheric strain; y • geosynthelic dellecrion; b • width 
0·123 4·110 J.Oa 0.380 34-90 0.$2 of rhe infinitely long void; and 0• dimensionless faclor. Basic Sl unirs 
11-130 HS 1·03 0.311 35.00 O.S2 are: y(m) and b(m); e and 0 are dimensionless. 

J 
0·138 S·OO 0·97 0.390 36·60 O.S2 The dimensionless factor 0 Is defined by 
0·1.40 HS 0·96 0.400 31·32 0.5t 

I O·t30 S·90 0·91 0.410 «1·00 O.S2 0 - (114)(2)•/b + b/(2,·)} (13) O·tSI 6-110 P.90 0·420 41-86 0·5t 
O·t60 6·69 P.86 0.430 43-67 O.SJ As a result of eqns (II), (12) and (13), there is a unique relationship 1 O·t64 7·00 11-114 0·07 4$·110 0.30 l . between ylb, E and 0, which is given in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 10. 0·170 7·54 11·82 0.440 4Ht 0.30 ' 0·175 8·00 b.so 0·430 47·31 0.30 II is inlercsling lo nole thac as tt cends cowards zero eqn (I I) lends 

l O·t80 8·43 0·78 0.460 49-27 0.30 
roward 

O·t86 9·00 0·76 0·464 SO·OO 0·20 l 
I 

O·SO I 0·1911 9·36 0·15 0.470 SHA 0- llv'irc (t4) 
' (1.197 tO·OO 0.73 0·41111 5Hl O·SO • 

11-200 IO·lS Ml 0.490 55·00 o.so llois e<fUation gives a good approximacion of n when e Is less than I '}f. (sec 11·210 11·37 0.711 O·SOO 57-1111 0.30 Fill· HI). 
' 11·216 t2·00 (1.69 0·562 70·00 0·30 Giroud'·' has also shown thai the tension In the geosynthetic, in the case 

0·220 tl-44 0.68 0.6.11 85·00 O.SJ of an infinilely long void, Is given by ! 0·2:10 ll·S6 0·66 0·696 tOO·OO O.SJ 0·240 IHI 0.64 0·819 130·00 0·$6 "• pbO (IS) i 

' This ta~le .,.., al•es ••luesolthe stroin ••• (unction olthe dellcction, and.;.. versa. (Sec 
where: a • geo~ynlhecic lension; p • pressure on the geosynlhetic over olso Fig. 10.) Nnlltkma: 0 • dimenlionless fl<lor wed fortheeokulotionofthe tension in 

' the fe<>•ynthetic; y • aeos)'llthetic dellcction; b • "'ldth ot the lnftnittly lona void; the void area (i.e. vertical stress acthe bottom or the soil layer over the 
l 2, • diameter ol the circular voldt .nd 1 • ICOSynthctit tlrain. (NNe: in the case of a \•oid area); b • width ohhc inlintely long void; 0 • dimensionless facror ' cin:ut .. r void. the value& of c and II &Jven in this lahle arc IPI'fOlim~tc.) .-._ 

.--.,_ . I f""'1 
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n 
2 -··* (ftr c < t.OI • II, I.e., r .. D > 1.111 

I.S 

lf/b 
or 
rl(2r) 

o.s. 0.5 

0.3· 
0 
0.1 -0 I! 0.3 0.$ 0.57 c 

f'ix, II. Dimensionless ractor n. (Sc .. lso Table 2.) Notations: b • width orth<inftnltely 
k ... , void; 2r - diamcler of the dr<Ular \'Old; 1 - ceosyntherlc dellection; 
r • ceasynthetlcstraln; and ll • dimensionless fl<lor. (Nacethat,la the case ol a cir<Uiar 
•'Oid,rls divided by 2r, not by r.)Thls chart can be used as follows: (i) enterin& a known 
•·alue of the aeosynthetk strain, r,ln E and lollowlna EBA alva the value of llln A; (li) 
••••ri•& a known value ol the relative deftcction, ylb "'yl(2r),ln D and follawins DCBA 
~l•tsthevalueoiOinA;(III)cntcrincatnown\'llucoltherclallvcdellection,y/borr/(2r), 
in Oandlolln•in& DCEcivathevalueof•ln E;and(lv)vkcvena.(Forcumplc,c • 0·1 

(I<Kf), ll • 0.73, andy/b • 0.1!17 are related.) 

Given In Table 2 and Fig. 10 as a function of e or ylb; e • geosynthelic 
main; and y • geosynrhetle deflection. Basic Sl unils are: a (N/m), p 
(Nlm1), b (m), andy (m); 0 and care dimensionless. 

Cir~11lar 11old 
A~ descrihcd by Olroud.' the de fleeced shape or the gcosynchctic is noc a 
srhcrc in chc case or a circular void. As a consequence, incorporating 2r 
(diameter) instead orb (width) intoeqns (1 1), (12) and (13), gives only an 
approximntt' value or the a1•erage gcosynthctic strain, a. 

Since the strain is not uniform, the tension, a. in the case or a circular 
void is not uniformly distributed in the geosynlhetic and its Ol'<!rage value 
i> give'" approximately by eqn (IS) with r suhstilltted for b. 3•7 11 should be 

• 
t· . \ 

... 

• 

I 

·' 
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noted that, ror a clrcularvold, rlssubstituted forb In eqn (IS) whereas 2r Is 
.used to delcrmlnc n, as Indicated In Table 2 and Fig. 10. 
· Equation (IS) can be used for a circular void only if the gCOi)'nlhetic has 
isotropic tensile characteristics, i.e. the same tensile characteristics in all 
directions. rr this is not the case, recommendations given in the section 
'Discussion or Spedal Problems' should be followed. 

Applications of Tensioned Membrane Theory 
Tensioned membrane theory can be used alone (i.e. not combined with 
arching theory) to solve design problems relating to the case or a geosyn
thetic acting alone and subjected to a uniformly distributed pressure. This 
typically occurs In the case or geomembranes directly ovcrlyinc a void and 
subjected to pressure from a liquid. Typical design problems are as 
follows: 

• Determine the maximum pressure that a geomembrane can with· 
stand over a void of a given size. 

• Select the required geomembrane properties for a geomembrane to 
bridge a given void when ills subjected to a given pressure. 

• Determine the void size that a given geomembrane may bridge when 
it is subjected to a given pressure. · 

• Determine the deflection of I geomembrane subjected tO a given 
pressure on a given void, and determine ir the deftcctcd geomem
brane will co.me in contact with the bollom or the void. 

A chan has been published2 to help solve these problems. It is also 
possible to usc Table 3 with H •0. '· 

Combination or Arching and Tensioned Membrane Theories 

The problem or a bollomless void Is entirely solved by using eqns (10) and 
(IS). The case when the geosY.nthetic comes in contact with the bonom or 
the void is more complex and will be discussed later in this paper, in the 
section 'Discussion or Spedal Problems'. ' 

E<tnalinn (10) gives a relationship between the applied mess, the soil 
layer thickness, the void size, and the pressure on the geosynthetic. This 
equation was established using 11rchlng theory. 

Equation (IS) gives a relationship between the pressure on the geosyn· 
thetic, the void size, and the geosynthetic tensile characteristics (tension 
and strain). This equation was established using tensioned membrone 
tlleory. 

The solution of typical design problems using the equadons mentioned 
above is discussed in the next section. 
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SOL\1TJON OF lYPICAL DESIGN'PROBLEMS 

Overview of the Mtlhods Used 

In lhe presentation of the scope of this paper, 1 list of typical design 
problems was given. Solutions to these problems arc presented below for 
the case when the geosynthetic does not come in contac:l with the bollom 
of the void. Solutions fort he case where the geosynlhetic comes in contac:l 
with the bottom of the void' are presented in the section 'Discussion of 
Speecial Problems'. 

Allowob/~ Stroin tmd Drfttcdon 
In all of rhe design cases considered below, the solution depends on the 
value of n, which depends either on the allowable geosynthetic strain, "• 
or the allowable geosynthetic deflection, y. ,The ot/oll'oblt geosynthetic 
strain is the lesser of the maximum design strain for the considered 
geosynthetic and the strain beyond which che soillayerwould be unaccept
ably deformed or cracked. The tJ/Ioll'oble geosynthetic drjlecdon is consi
dered when excessive deflection of the soil surface impairs the serviceabil
ity of lhe system. No method is proposed in Chis paper to evaluate the 
deflection of the soil surface; however, in the case of relatively thin soil 
layers, the soil surface deflecrion can be assumed to be on the same order 
as the geosynthedc deflection. In some Instances, both the allowable -
geosynthetic strain and the allowable geosynthetic dellection may need to 
he considered. 

F.quatio11s n11d Notntio11s 
All equarions presented below were obrained by combining eqns (10) and 
(15). Nolarions for all subsequent equationsare: b • "·idrh ofrhe inlinile· 
lr long void; r • radius ofrhe circular void; n • dimensionless facror 
given in Tallie 2 as a funclion of e or y; H • soil layer thickness; 
p • normal stress applied on the porllon of the geosyntheliCiocarcd over 
rhe \'oid ('rrcssure on I he geosynthctic'); q • uniformly distributed nor· 
mal slr<;ss arplied on the lop of tho ~<>II layer;>' • geosynthetic detlcclion; 
o • gcos}·nthetlc tension; y • unit weight o( soil; and ~ •- geosynrhetic 
strain. Oasis Sl unils are: b (m),r(m), H (m),p (N/m2),q (N/m2),y(m), a 
(N/m), and y (Nim'); nand e are dimensionless. 

F11rtor of Saf~ty 
In the (ollowing sections, each design problem is illustrated b)• an example. 
For the sake or simrlicily, no facror or safely is used in the design 
cx:~rnplcs. Engineers using the equations, tables, and charrs presenled in 
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I his papershould use appropriate facJon ofsafety. The factor of safely can 
be applied to the &eosynthellc tension or the applied loads, with applica
tion to the geosynlbelic tension being more common. The factor of safety 
should not be applied to the soil shear strength (as is commonly the case in 
geotechnical problems) due to the insensitivity of the arching theory 
results (eqn (S)) to the soil shear strength. 

~termination of Required Geosynthetlc Properties 

The relevant equation for an infinitely long void is 

.,If) w pb • :Z)'!I(J- e..O.SHI•) + qbe-o-SHI• 

Equation (16) can be rewritten in a dimensionless form as follows: 
• 

" .L.;2(l-e-o-SHIO)~e-o-m'• ,.,. n ,., .,.,. 

(16) 

(11) 

Equations (16) and (17) can be used for a circular void if b Is replaced by r. 
Equation (17) was used 1!1 establish the chart In Fig. II. 

The above equations can be used to solve problems that consist of 
- determining the required- geosynthefic tension, a, for I Biven strain, 1, 

when all otherparameteis are given (b orr, q, H, andy). Alternatively, 
the chan given in Fig. It ~nd the corresponding Table 3 can be used. 

Example I. The bedding soil supporting a geomembrane liner Is placed 
on a geosynthetic reinforcement res ling on a soil where karstic sinkholes 
may develop (Fig. 12). The function of the geos)'lllhetic reinforcement 
is 10 support the bedding soil and the geomembrane liner should a 
sinkhole develop. The thickness of the bedding soil layer is 0·4S m and 
I he dcplh of water on the geomembrane when the reservoir Is full is 9 m. 
The unit weight ofthc tteddlng soil is 19,600 Ntm•. A deep sinkhole with 
a radius of 0· 7S m is assumed Cor design purposes. Since the function of 
rhe geosynthetic reinforcement Ia only to acl as a 'safely net', 1 rather 
large geosynlhetic reinforcement strain Is acceptable:~ • 10%. What is 
I be required geosynthetlc reinforcement tensile strenglh? 
First, rbe applied stress, q, is calculated 

q • 1000 X 9·81 X 9 • 88 290 Nlm2 

Then, eqn (16) Is used as follows, with Hlr • 0·4510·15 • 0·6 

o!O • 2 X 19600 X(0.7S)2(1- e-t>J) + 882911 X0·7Sc-<>> 

"10 • S4 39S Nlm 
--'\ 
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H/b or H/r 

fi«· II, PreJSuro on and tension In the aeosynthetlc. Anuampleal usc orthlschan Is alvcn 
in Fie. 13. Notatlnns: p • prCJSUrc on the aeosynthetlc ow:tlhe 'WOld area; q • uniformly 
di>lribuled normal llrCSI •J'I'IIed on the lop or the soil laJCr; H - thickness or the soil 
layer. y • unit wc'aht of soil; b • wkS1h of the fnftnlle1y Jon& void• r • rltdius of the 
<ircutarW>ld;o • -ynlhelietemlon;andO • dimemlonlcsdactorpvenlnTable2and 
Fi1. 10. (Values of pl(yb) or p/()r) -d to draw the curvcoln this Iaure can be round In 

Tablt3.) 

Finally, according to Table 2 or Fig. 10, tl • 0·73 (or c • 10%. 
Therefore, the required value o( the geosynthelic tension at a 10% 
slrain is: 

a • 0·73 x 54395 • 39108Nlm • ~OkN/m 

The same problem can be solved using the tables and charts with 

lllr • 0-4~1(). 75 • 0·6 and 

ql('fr) • R82901(19600X0·7S) • 6·0 

,, 
\ ' 

., 

Dalrrr ofiOIII#y<r·rtDfY'tlhttk .,_ 

Table 3 or the chart given In Fig. J J (see also Fig. 13) give•: 

o/(yrtl) • 4-963 hence 

o • (4·963)x 19~x(0·75)2 x0·73 • 3990N/m • ~ltN/m 

33 

It is interesting to compare the required geosynthetic reinforcement 
tension calculated above to that required if the bedding soil is a layer of 
compacted clay associated with the ceomembrane to form a composite 
liner. In this case, it is Important that the integrity o( the clay layer be 
maintained. Therefore, the geosynthetic reinforcement strain must be 
small enough to prevent the development or tension cracks In the clay 
layer. Calculations similar to the above, with a - 1% instead or 10%, 
give a required geosynthetic reinrorcementtension or 113 kN/m, which 
is about three times greater than 40 JcN/m, Therefore, the gcosynlhetic 
reinforcement required in the case of a 1% allowable strain has a tension 
about three lime• greater, and consequently a modulus about 30 limes 
greater, than in the case of a 10% allowable strain. (Several layers or a 
very high-modulus geotextile would probably be needed.) 

Dtlermlnallon of Required SoU Layer Thickness 

The relevant equation for an infinitely long void is 

H • 2bln (q/(,.,))- 2 
•~u-_ll.Jn'\1 ___ .,. 

..... t 
Woltt l .. 

Goomo•~ontJ 1 l..J Sol! l1r 1 1 1. 1 1jH 
O.osrolhetle~ 

;z, -r/7R--77"T./7; ~/////. ~'////~ 
/////// . ,. ~/////; 
//////// ////,, 
///// /////// 

Fla. IZ, Crose &eclioft for desiJn eumples. 

(18) 
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TABLEJ 
Pressure on the Geosynthetio --

HlborHir 
~ 

qt(-,1>) 0 ().()/ O.OJ o.J O.J O·S 0-6 HI J.O s-o 7.0 10·0 :zo.o • =-
or ~ 

qt(.,.) (V4/uaofpl('f/b) • al(y/ln)orpl(.,., • ai(.,Zn)) i ,.. 
0·0 .. 0 0.010 0-GJO ().()98 ().279 O.""l 0.518 0.7117 I-S54 1·836 1·940 1-9117 2.000 2.000 jill 
0.01 0.010 0·020 ().040 0.107 0.287 0.450 ()..526 ().793 1-556 1-837 1·940 1-9117 1.000 2.000 r ().OJ 0-GJO ().0.10 ().059 0.126 ().304 ().466 0.541 ().80S 1-560 1·838 1·941 1·987 2.000 2.000 
0.05 0.050 O-G60 ().079 0.145 0.322 0.481 0.555 0.817 1-565 1·840 1·941 1·987 2.000 2.000 

0.1 0.100 ().109 o.t28 · o.m ()..365 0.520 0.592 0.848 1·576 1·844 1·943 1·987 2.000 2.000 . ~ 
0·2 0.200 0.209 0.227 0.288 ().4$1 0.598 0.667 0.908 1·591 1•8$2 1•946 1·988 2.000 2.000 ~ 

!'I ().) ().;100 0.308 ().32$ ().lHJ ().537 0.676 0.741 0.969 1-621 1-860 1·949 1-989 2.000 2.000 

"' O·S 0.500 0·507 0.522 0.573 ().709 0.832 0.889 I® 1-665 1·877 1-955 1-990 2.000 2.000 l 0.7 ().700 0.706 0.719 ().76) 0.881 0·988 1·037 1·212 1-710 1·893 1-961 1-991 2.000 2.000 
HI 1.000 1·005 HilS J.ll49 H39 1·221 1·259 1-393 1-777 1-918 1-970 1·993 2.000 2.000 !II 
1·5 1·500 1·502 1·507 1·524 1•5l0 1-611 1·630 1-697 HISS 1-959 1-985 1·997 2.000 2.000 ... 
z.o 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2·000 2.000 2·000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 f 2-5 2·500 2·498 2-493 2-476 2-430 2-389 2·370 2•303 2-112 2-lUI 2.015 2.()03 2.000 2.000 
3-0 3·000 2-995 H8S 2-951 2-861 2-779 2-741 2·607 .. 2·223 2.()82 2.030 2·007 2.000 2.000 
4.0 4.000 3-990 ).970 J.902 3-721 3-558 3·482 3-213 2-446 2·164 2·060 2•013 2.000 2.000 
5·0 5·000 4·985 4-955 4-854 4·582 4·336 4-222 3-SlO 2-669 2·246 2-o91 2·020 2.000 2.000 

-
6·0 6-000 5-980 5-940 5·805 5-443 S·IIS 4·963 4·426 2·893 2·328 2-121 2-G27 2.000 2.000 
7·0 7.000 6-975 6-926 6-756 6-304 5-894 s-704 S-G33 H16 2410 2-151 2·034 2.000 2.000 
8·0 8·000 7·970 7-911 7·707 7-164 6-673 6-445 5-639 3-339 2493 2•181 2-cuo 2.000 2.000 
9·0 9.()()() 8-965 8·896 8-659 8·025 NS2 7-186 6-246 3-562 Z.S15 2-211 2.()47 2.000 2.000 

10 10.000 9-960 9-881 9-610 8·886 8-230 7·97:7 6-852 3-185 2-657 2•242 2-G$4 2.000 2.000 -r-15 15.000 14-935 14-806 14·366 13-189 1z.l24 11-631 9·885 4-901 3-067 2·393 2.()88 2.000 2.000 
20 20.000 19·910 19-732 19·122 IN93 16·018 15·335 12-918 6-016 3-478 2·544 2-121 2.000 2.000 1 
25 25.000 24·885 -24-658 23·1178-:H-796--t9-911'•'19-G39' 15·950 '7-132 3-888 2-69$ 2•155 2.000 2.000 . '..9.. 
30 30·000 29·860 29·583 28·634 26-100 23·806 22·743 18·983 1-248 4·298 2-846 2·189 2.000 2.000 i. 
40 40·000 39·810 3s-134 38-147 34·707 31-594 3().151 25-o48 1().479 5·119 3-148 2-256 2.000 2.000 f 50 $().000 49·761 . 49·285 47-659 43-314 39·382 37-559 31·113 U·710 S.940 3-449 2-323 2.000 2.000 
60 6().000 59·711 59·136 57-171 51·921 47-170 44·967 37-179 14·942 6-761 3•751 2·391 2.000 2.000 

I 70 70·000 69·661 68·988 66·684 60·528 54-958 52-376 43-244 17-173 7·582 4·053 2-458 2.000 2.000 
80 80.000 79-611 78·839 76-196 69·135 62-746 59·784 49·309 19-404 8-403 HSS 2·526 2.000 2.000 
90 9().000 89·561 88·690 85•708 77-742 7().534 67-192 S$-315 21-635 9-223 -'-657 1-593 2.000 2.000 

100 100.000 99·511 98·541 9S·2l0 86-349 78·322 74·600 61-440 23•867 10-o44 HS9 2-660 2.000 2.000 1 This table aives pl(yb) or plbr) and the JCOSYftthetic tension as a funotion of the other parameters involved. Notation: p • pr.....,e oo the 
JeOSynthetic OYer the void areJI; f .0 uniformly distn'buted normal stress applied on the top of the soil layer; H • thickness of the soil b:rcr, 
., • unit weiaht ofthe1011 in the soil byer;b • width of the inlinitelylonavoid; r • radius of the circular void;" • &e<>sYntlietlc temiOn: 
~nd ~ • dimensionless factor Jiven in Table 2 as a funotion of the aeosynthetlc stnin, •· Note!hat: values of pi( yb) or pi( y) for Hlb • 0 are 
iclentocalto values of ql(-,b)or ql(y):ltldp • 2yb if Hisaruter thaaapproximately206 andp • 2.,.if His aruter than approximately lOr. 
(See the <han Jiven in F''lo 11.) ' 
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The same equation can be used for a circular void by subslilullng r (or b. 
The above equations can be used to solve problems that consist of 

determining the required soil layer thickness, H, when all other para· 
meters arc given (b orr, q, y, a, and t). Alternatively, the charts given in 
Fig. II, and the corres~nding Table 3, can be used. 

E.tarnplt! 2. This example is Identical to Example I, except that the soil 
layer thickness, H, is unknown, and the geosynthetic tension at a strain 
e • 10% is known and is equal to 40 kN/m. What Is the required soil 
layer thickness? 

From Example I, the relevant parameters arc: q • 88 290 N/m2; 

y • 19 600 N/m1; and r • 0·15 m. 
In order to use cqn (18), the following values must be calculated 

ql(.,.-) • 6·0 ((rom E .. mple I) 
a/(yr'O) • ~0000/(19600x(0·7.5)2 x0·73) • 4·97 · 

lienee, using eqn 18 

6-() -2 
II• 2><0·7SXIn •0·44m 

~·97-2 

It is also possible to solve this problem uslnt: Table 3 or fig. I I which 
gives Hlr • ll·6 for q/(yr) • 6·0 and a/(,....0) • 4·97 (see fig. 13). 
Hence, H .. 0·6 X 0·15 • 0·45 m. 

~ltrmlnatlon of Maximum Void Size 

There is no simple equation giving the void size (b orr) as a function oflhc 
other parameters. In order to determine the maximum void size that a 
~_:i,·en soillayer·geosynthetic S)'5tem can bridge, it is necessary to solve eqn 
(16) hy trial and error. To fadlltate the process, a chart has been 
cstalllished (Fig. 14) b)• rewriting the two parts of eqn (17) in a dimension
less form as follows: 

p 2(J - e·U·SIII•) q •0·$HI. 
-• +-e 
yl/ 1//b yH 

(t9) 

p a II 
ylf.- yH10 b (20) 

In Fig. 14, eqn (19) is represented lly a family of curves and eqn (20) is 
represented by a family of straight lines at 4S". For a given set of 
pnramcters, the abscissa of the intersection between the relevant curve 

\ 

Da111i ofll>lltqn.,_,ulotlk .,,_ :J7 

/;-• y:ta•~eJ 12 ; := -~ 

fl&. 13. Exampl4! or use orthe chan t;lvcala fl&. 11. .. 
and the relevant straight line gives the maximum value of the !'idth, b, or 
an infinitely long void or the radius, r, or a circular void. 

Example 3. This example Is Identical to Example I, except that the 
radius of the void, r, is unknown, and the geosyntheric tension at aslrain 
• • 10% Is known and is equalto~O lcN/m. What maximum void radius 
can be bridged by the considered soil-gcosynthctic system? 
From Example J, the relevant parameters are: q • 88 290 Nlml; 
y- 19§00Ntm1; and H • 0·45m. . 

In order to ilse the chart given In Fig. 14, the following must be 
calculated 

ql(yll) • 88290/(19600X0·4S) • 10·0 

af(yH20) • 40000/(t9600X(0·45)1 X0·73) • 13-8 

(Note: fl • 0· 73 Is obtained from Table 2 with • • 10%) 
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HI• or Hlr 

,, 
..!.. • .L .. ...L 
yH HI~ Hlr 

Fie. 14. Pressurf on and tension in the &COS)'nthcde. An example of use of this chart is pvcn 
in fie. JS. N(tlations: p _. pressure on the ,easynthcricovcr the \'Oidarca:q • uniformly 
di,.uibuted normal slrc:u awUed on the top of the aoit layer; H • thid.nen of the soil 
layer; y • unit wci&ht of soil; It • •idth of the lnftnltctr lona \'Old; r • radius of the 
drcullr void~o - JCMynthcdc tcnsiNt~and n - dlmcntlnnfcll f.utoraivcn in Table 2 and 
Fi&. 10. (Vatucs of pl(yll) which were used to draw the curve~ in this IIeure can be found in 

Tabla 4.) 

In Fig. 14, the curve related lo ql(yll) • 10 and I he llralgltlllne at 45• 
related to of( yH20) • 13·8 intersect al a point the abscissa or which is 
Hlr • 0·6 (see Fig. IS). Hence 

• M" • 0·45/0·6 • 0· 7S m 

,... __ _ 

. ~· 

, DaiiN of lOll "'rn·pol)'nthtlk lflltltU 

0.01 I I I I ..... , I I I 'JWl I I 11'"'1---1 I I I IIIII\ 

0.01 

Hlb ot Hit ..!.. • .L .. ...L 
yH HI~ Hit 

fie. 15. Example of urc of the chort pvcn In Fla. 14. 

Determination of lhe 1\faxlmum Load 

The relevanl equation for an lnfinilely long void Is 

q • 2~+ { (o/c:-:.~Jt-2 }~ 

39. 

(21) 

The same equation can be used ror a circular void by subariruling r for b. 
The above equation can be used lo solve problems rhal consist of 

determining lhe maximum unirorm normal stress, q, which can be applied 
on rhe lopo(lhe soil layer, when all other parameters are given (b orr, y, 
II, a, and~<). Allernalively,rhecharrsgiven in Fig. II or 14can be used, as 
well as Table 3 or 4 • 
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ExtJmplt 4. This example Is Identical to Example I, except that the stress 
. on top orthe soli layer, q,la unknown, and the geoaynthetlc tension at 
· stnine • I0%1sknownandlsequalto40kN/m. Wbatmaximumstress 

ontopofthesoillayereanbesupportedbythesoil·gtoayntheticsystem? 
FromExamplcl,thcrclevantparametersare:H • 0·4Sm;r • 0·7Sm; 
and-y • 19600N/m3• 

In order to usc cqn (21), the value of 0 must be obtained first from 
Table2 

n - 0·73 for. - 1~. 

Then, cqn (21) is used as follows 

q•2XI9~X0•75 +{ (400001(19~X(0·7S)2 xll-73))-2 }19 , e-O:SMiUSJOOb 600X0.7S 

• 88334N/m2 

The problem ean also be solved using charts and tables. To usc Table 3 
or the chart given in Fig. I 1; the following must be calculated: 

Hlr • 0·4Sf0. 7S • 0.6 

a/(.,.,ZO) • 40000/(19~X (0·7S}'X0·73) • 4·97 

With Hlr • 0·6 and a/(yrO) • 4·97, Table 3 or the chart pven In 
Fig. 11 show that q/(lr) • 6 (sec Fig. 13). ThcrcCore 

q • 6x 19~X0·7S • 88200N/m2 • 88kN/m2 

To use the chart given In Fig. 14, the following must be calculated 

crl(yl/2fi) • 40000/(t9 ~X (O·~S)2 X 0·73) • t3·& 

With Hlr • 0·6anda/(yH20) • 13·8,thecbart given in Fig. 14shows 
that ql(-yH) • 10 (sec Fig. JS). Therefore 

q • lOx 19.~·xo-4S • 88200Ntm2 • 881tNim2 

DISCUSSION OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

· · Anlsolroplc Geosynlhctlc 

A geosynthctic Is Isotropic regarding a given characlerillic when Ibis 
charactcrisrlc has the same value in all directions. In this paper, a aeosyn· 
thclic will be cnnaidercd Isotropic when It h .. the same tcnslon-ttraln 
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curve In all directions. This requlremenl Is fulfilled by some nonwoven 
georexriles. Woven georextiles and biaxial geogrids are stronger in two 
direcrions ('principal directions') than in the others and, therefore, they 
are anisotropic. However, we assume rharrhe design melhod presenred in 
rhis paper can be used wirh woven geolexriles and biaxial geogrids rhal 
have rhe same !ensile characlerisrics in lhe rwo principal direclions (i.e. in 
I he design, rhesc! marerials are considered isolropic). 

Special precaurions must be laken when using rhe design merhod 
presenred in rhis paper for geosynrhelics lhar cannot be considered 
isorropic, as discussed below. 

Infinitely Long Void 
In rhe case ofan infinilely long void, no geosynrheric lension is required in 
rhe direcrion ofrhe lengrh ofrhevoid (accordingrorhe plane-srrain model 
which corresponds to an infinitely long void). Therefore, I he value of a to 
be used in rhc equarions, tables, and charts related to the infinitely long 
void is the geosynthetic tension in the direclion of the widrh of the void for 
I he considered design strain. However, some strenglh is required lenglh· 
wise in places where rhc aclualsiluation departs from a pure planc-srrain 
siruarion (for insrance near rhe end of rhe void). 

Circular Void 
In rhecase of a circular void, the lensioned membrane equation (eqn (15)) 
is ,•alid only if rhc geosynrhcric has isolropic !ensile characlerisrics. For 
pracrical purposes, eqn (15), and orher equarions as well as tables and 
rhnm related to circular voids, can be used for woven geolexriles and 
hiaxinl geogrlds that have rhe same lension-srrain curve In the iwo 
prilrdpol dirutlons (lnslead or In all diuctions for a rruly isolropic 
malcrial). For WO\'Cn georextilcs and biaxial geogrids thai have differenl 
rensile characreristics in rhe rwo principal directions, two cases can be 
considered, depending on the ratio between the geosyntheric tensions at 
rhe design srrnin in the weak and rhe srrong directions: (i) if the ratio is 
more rhan 0·5, a should be taken equal to the tension in the weak 
direcrion; and (ii) if the ratio Is less than 0·5, a should be taken equal to 
half rhe rension in the strong direction. 

The rationale for the above recommendation is as follows. There arc 
two conservative approaches and the· less conservative, which is closer to 
realiry, should be selecred. 

The tir~l con~ervativc approach consisls of designing with an isorropic 
[!t'Osynlhcric weaker than the considered anisotropic: geosynthelic:. This is 
achieved by taking the geosyntheric srrcngth in all direcrions equal to I he 
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strength In the weak direction, cr,...,. Equarion (15) thus gives 1 

pressure which can be carried by the geosynthetic 

a.,._. 
Pr•-;n-
The second conservative approach consists of designing with: (i) 

larger than rhe circular void by replacing the circular void by an in 
long void with a widrh, b, equal to the diameter, 2 r, oflhe circula 
and (il) a geosynthetlc weaker than the considered anisotropic geos 
tic: by neglecting the tensile strength in the weak direclion (a.,..
Equation (15) rhus gives for the pressure which can be carried 
geosynthctic .. 

- G'~trMI - .!'!!!!9. 
P1 bQ 2rfl 

To compare p1 and p2, it is important to note thai the values of n i 
(22) and (23) arc Identical because they are both determined for 
according to Table 2. naerefore, the comparison between p 1 and p 
down to a comparison between cr,.. ... and O·S ....... ,. 

It appears tha! 

p1>p2 lr a,;..,>O·Scr,.,.., 
Pa<pz ir a .. _.<O·Sa,.,.., 

hence the above recommendation. 
There is another consideration when an anisotropic geosynthelic 

over a circular void. The complex pallern of strains in lhc geosyr 
resulting from different tensions in different direcrions may have 
trimenlal effecl on the behavior or the geosynrhetic. Therefore 
recommended rhatlor holes which can be modeled as circular, one 
following solutions be adopted: (i) an isotropic geosynrhctic (onl) 
nonwoven gcotextiles are isolropic but usually they do not have ad< 
tensile characteristics for this application); or (ii) a 'pracrically iso1 
geosynthetic (such as a woven geotextile or a biaxial geogrid having s 
tension-strain curves in the two principal directions); or (iii) rwo pei'J 
culady orienrated layers or the same anisotropic geosyntherie. 

Geosynthellc In Contad "·lth \'old Bollom 

In some cases, the gcosynthetic elongares to rhe point that it con 
conracl with the bOirom of the void (Fig. l(c)); the geosynrhetic delle 
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is then equal to the void depth()' • D). In deslan, these cascscorreapond 
to 1 calculated geosynthedc deflection greater than or equal to the void. 
depth (y .i: D). Usually,the design is complete when it is foundthaty i:: D. 
However, it may be of interest to determine the pressure tJctually trtJns· 
mitted to the bottom of the t•oid. This pressure is obtained by subtracting 
the pressure inducing gcosynthetic tension (which results from the ten
sioned membrane effect) from the pressure exerted by the soillayer on the 
geosynthetic. 

In the case of an Infinitely long void, the following equation can be 
obtained by subtracting the pressure given by eqn (IS) Jrom tile pressure 
gi,•en by eqn (10) 

P• • 2yb(J -e·0·$1/'A)+qe•UH,._~ • (24) 
bn 

' 
where: P• '* pressure transmitted to the bottom of the void; y • unit 
weight of the soil (in the soil layer above the geosynthetlc); b • width of 
the infinitely long void; H • soil layer thickness; q • uniformly distri· 
buted normal stress applied on the top of the soil layer;"' • geosynthetic 
tension corresponding to the geosynthetic strain, •, when the geosynthetic 
i~ in contact with the bottom of the void (i.e., e corresponding to a 
deRectiony • DinTable2);0 • dimensionlessfactorgiveninTable2as 
a function of£ or y; andy • geosynthetic deflection, which, in this case, is 
equal to D; and D • depth of the void. Basic Sf units arc: P• (Nim2), y 
(Nim'). b (m), H (m), q (N/m2), a (N/m), y (m), and D (m); 0 is 
tfimcnsionlcss. Note that eqn (24) assumes that the shape ohhc bottom of 
the void is approximately cylindrical with a circular cross section, so the 
geosynthetic will come in contact with all points on the surface of the void 
at the same time. I( this were not the case, portions of the geosynthctic 
which come in contact wllh the bottom of the void liSt ~uld elongate 
more than the others. 

The ume equation can be used for a circular void by substituting r forb, 
with r • radius of the circular void. 

If R negative value were obtained for Pt. when using the abbve equation, 
it would mean that the load on the geoS)'nthellc is not large enough to force 
the geosynthetic to come in contact with the bottom o( the ~roid. 

Exampl~ 5. This example is identical to Example I except that: (i) the 
void is not bottomless but has a depth D • 0·2 m; and (ii) the geosyn
thetic tension-strain curve is assumed to be a straight line between the 
origin and a tension ,. • 411 kN/m for a strain ~ .. 10%. What is the 
strc55 lransmhtcd to the bottom of the hole? 
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From Example l,therel~vantparametenare:r • 0·7$ m;ll• O·•S m; 
· y .. 19 600Nfml; and q • 88290N/m2

• 

First, the approximate value of the average strain of the gcosynthetic 
when it is in contact with the bo«om or the void (assumed spherical) 
must be determined using Table2 with y(geosyntheticdellcction) • D 
(void depth) 

yl2r • D/2r • 0·2/(2 X0·7S) • 0•133 

Hence, Interpolating in Table 2, a • 4·65% and n • 1·01. 
Then, the geosynthetlc tension corresponding to a 4·6S% geosynthe

tlc strain can bC calculated as follows: 

a • ~OOOOx 4·6SIJO • 18~N/m 

Finally, eqn (24) can be used with the values Hlr • 0·6 and 
q • 88 290 N/m2 determined in Example I. This equation gives the 
stress transmitted to the bottom of ihe void as follows 

P• • 2X 19~X0·7S(I-e·••)+88290e·••- IS~ 
0·1S X 1·01 

• 73029-24554 • 4847SNhn2 • 48·SkN/m2 

Therefore, this design example can be summarJzed as follows: 

• A stressof88·3kNim2 is applied on top of the soil layer. 
• As a result of soil arching, the soil layer transmits only a stress of 

73 kN/m2 to the top of the geosynthetic • 
• As a result of the tensioned membrane effect, the geosynthetic 

support• 24•SkNim2,, · 
• 'flte remainder, •s·SkN/m2, is transmitted lo the bottom or the 

void. 

It should be noted that,lf the depth ofthe void had been D • 0·3 m,the 
strain of the geosynthetic would !,lave been 10% and the last term or the 
above equation would have been · 

a --• n 
40000 • 73059Nim2 

A--~ •- ft .... 

llence,pb • O.Jn thiscase,ExampleSbccomc• idenllcal1o Example I. 
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lnfturncr or Soli Layu Thickness 

The lnftuence o( the thlclmess of the soil layer is illustrated in Fig. II. 
Three cases can be considered: 

(I) Large Applid Stren. If the applied stress, q, is large (i.e. q> 2-yb 
or 2")'T), the pressure, p, on the geosynthetic and consequently the 
required geosynthttic tension, a, decrease towards a limit when 
che soil layer thickness Increases. In this case, It & beneficial to 
Increase the thlclcntM of the sol/layer. For each particular situation, 
chc amount by which the thickness should be increased can be 
dec ermined using the chart given in Fig. II or Table 3. The chart and 
cable show chat 11 would be usell'ss 10 increase the soil layer 
rhiclcness beyond a limiting value of H • 20b or 20r. 

(2) Small Applied Stress. If the applied stress, q, is small (i.e. q < 2-yb 
or 2")'T), the pressure, p, on the geosyntheric and consequently the 
required geosynthetic tension, ·a, increase toward a limit when the 
soil thickness increases. fn this case, from the perspective or the 
design or the geosynthetic, it is dttrlmtntal to increase tht thickness 
of the soillayt!r. (This is because the added load due to soil weight is 
not fully compensated by the effect of soil arching.) · 

(3) Limit Applit!d Strt!SS. If the applied stress, q, equals the limit (i.e. 
q • 2-yb or 2")'T), the pressure, p, on the geosynthetic remains 
conslant and equallo q, regardless of the soil layer thickness. 

The limil values for panda are independent of lhe applied stress, q. The 
limit \•alue for the pressure on the geosynthetic is · 

p..., • 2yb for an infinitely long void (25) 

The limit value for lhe required acosynrhelic tension Is 

""'" • 2y/)l 0 for an inlinllefy lone void (26) 

Equalions (25) and (26) can be used for a circular void by subsrituling r for 
b. 

Comparison ,.·ith Tensioned 1\femhrane Theory 

' In lhe ra•t. the tensioned membrane theory hns been used alone to 
cvaluntc the required lcnsilc churactcrislics of a geosynrhetic located 
hcncuth 11 ~oillllycr and bridging a \"oid. This mel hod nej;lccrs arching in 
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the soil layer and Is, therefore, conservative. This conservativeness can be 
evaluated by comparing the pressure on the geosynthetic over the void 
a~ea, p, calculated taking soil arching into account to the following value 
obtained by neglecting roil arching 

Po• yH+q (27} 

where: p0 • pressure on rhe geosynthedc over the void area nc&lectinr; 
roil arching; "' • unit weight ofthe soil in rhe roil layer; H • lhickness or 
the soil layer; and q • uniformly distributed normal stress applied on I he 
top of the soil layer. Basic Sl unitsare: p0 (Nim'), y (N/m3

), H (m), and q 
(Nim'). 

The pressure, p, obtained taking soil arching into aceounl is given by 
eqn (10). 

Values of plp0 arc given in Table 5 and Fig. 16. It appears that neglecting 
soil arching is conservative. However, when the soil thickness, H, is large 

p 
Yiitq 
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1. SITE AND PROJECT CONTROL 

1.1 Project Coordination Meetings 

To guarantee a high degree of quality during installation, clear, open 
channels of communication are essential. To this end, meetings of key project 
personnel are necessary. 

1.1.1 Resolution Meeting 

Following the completion of the design, plans, and specifications for the 
project, a Resolution Meeting will be held. This meeting will include the Geosynthetic 
CQA Managing Engineer, the Geosynthetic Site CQA Manager, the Soils CQA 
Managing Engineer, the Soils Site CQA Manager, the Engineer, and the Project 
Manager. 

The purpose of this meeting is to begin planning for coordination of 
construction tasks, anticipate any installation problems which might cause difficulties 
and delays in construction, and, above all, present the CQA Plan to all of the parties 
involved. It is very important that the criteria regarding testing, repair, etc., be known 
and accepted by all parties prior to the installation of geosynthetic materials and 
construction of the soil components of the final cover system. 

1.1.2 Preconstruction Meeting 

A Preconstruction Meeting will be held at the site prior to installation of the 
geosynthetic materials and construction of soil components. As a minimum, the 
Preconstruction Meeting will be attended by the Geosynthetic Installer's 
Superintendent, the Geosynthetic CQA Managing Engineer, the Soils CQA Managing 
Engineer, the Geosynthetic Site CQA Manager, the Soils CQA Manager, the Earthwork 
Contractor, and the Project Manager. 
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1.1.3 Progress Meetings 

A weekly progress meeting will be held between the Soils Site CQA 
Manager, the Geosynthetic Site CQA . Manager, the Geosynthetic Installer's 
Superintendent, the Earthworks Contractor, the Project Manager, and any other 
concerned parties. The progress meetings will be used to discuss current progress, 
planned activities for the upcoming week, and any new business or revisions to the 
work. The Site CQA Managers will document any problems, decisions, or questions 
arising at this meeting in their daily reports. Any matter requiring action which is raised 
in this meeting will be reported to the appropriate parties. Minutes of the weekly 
progress meetings shall be documented by the Project Manager or his representative and 
distributed to all appropriate parties. 

1.1.4 Problem or Work Deficiency Meeting 

A special meeting will be held when and if a problem or deficiency is 
present or likely to occur. The meeting will be attended by the affected contractors, the 
Project Manager, the Site CQA Manager(s), and other parties as appropriate. If the 
problem requires a design modification, the Engineer should either be present at, 
consulted prior to, or notified immediately upon conclusion of this meeting. The 
purpose of the work deficiency meeting is to define and resolve the problem or work 
deficiency. 

1.2 Project Control Visits 

Periodically, the construction site will be visited by each CQA Managing 
Engineer and/or each CQA Project Manager (if different from the CQA Managing 
Engineer). If possible, each such visit should be coordinated with a similar visit by the 
Engineer. State of California regulatory officials may be informed of the dates of the 
visits. 
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2. DOCUMENTATION 

2.1 General 

An effective CQA plan depends largely on recognition of all construction 
activities that should be monitored, and on assigning responsibilities for the monitoring 
of each activity. This is most effectively accomplished and verified by the 
documentation of quality assurance activities. Each CQA Representative will document 
that all quality assurance requirements have been addressed and satisfied. 

Each Site CQA Manager will provide the Project Manager with signed 
descriptive remarks, data sheets, and logs to verifY that all monitoring activities have 
been carried out. Each Site CQA Manager will also maintain at the job site a complete 
file of plans and specifications, a CQA plan, checklists, test procedures, daily logs, and 
other pertinent documents. 

2.2 Daily Recordkeeping 

Standard reporting procedures will include preparation of daily CQA 
documentation which, at a minimum, will consist of: (i) field notes, including 
memoranda of meetings and/or discussions with the Earthwork Contractor, Installer, or 
Project Manager; (ii) CQA monitoring logs, and testing data sheets; and 
(iii) construction problem and solution summary sheets. This information will be 
regularly submitted to and reviewed by the Project Manager. 

2.2.1 Monitoring Logs and Testing Data Sheets 

Monitoring logs and testing data sheets will be prepared daily. At a 
minimum, these logs and data sheets will include the following information: 

A:\lpz96-49/rp 
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• date, project name, location, and other identification; 

• data on weather conditions; 

• a Site Plan showing work areas and test locations; 

• descriptions and locations of ongoing construction; 

• equipment and personnel m each work area, including 
subcontractors; 

• descriptions and specific locations of areas, or units, of work being 
tested and/or observed and documented; 

• locations where tests and samples were taken; 

• a summary of test results; 

• calibrations or recalibrations of test equipment, and actions taken as a 
result of recalibration; 

• delivery schedule of off-site materials received, including quality 
control documentation; 

• decisions made regarding acceptance of units of work, and/or 
corrective actions to be taken in instances of substandard testing 
results; and 

• signature of the respective Site CQA Manager(s) and/or the Field 
Monitor(s). 

In any case, all logs must be completely filled out with no items left blank. 
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2.2.2 Construction Problems 

The Project Manager will be made aware of any significant recurring 
nonconformance with the construction plans, project specifications or CQA Plan. The 
cause of the nonconformance will be determined and appropriate changes in procedures 
or specifications will be recommended. These changes will be submitted to the 
Engineer for approval. When this type of evaluation is made, the results will be 
documented, and any revision to procedures or specifications will be approved by the 
City and Engineer. 

A summary of all supporting data sheets, along with final testing results and 
the respective Site CQA Manager's approval of the work, will be required upon 
completion of construction. 

2.3 Photographic Reporting 

Photographs will serve as a pictorial record of work progress, problems, and 
mitigation activities. The primary project file will contain color prints; negatives will 
also be stored in a separate file. These records will be presented to the Project Manager 
upon completion of the project. 

2.4 Design and/or Specifications Changes 

Design and/or specifications changes may be required during construction. 
In such cases, the respective Site CQA Manager will notify the Project Manager. 

Design and/or specifications changes will be made only with the written 
agreement of the Project Manager and the Engineer, and will take the form of an 
amendment to the specifications. 
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2.5 Final Report 

At the completion of the work, the Soils and Geosynthetic CQA 
Representatives will submit to the Project Manager a signed and sealed final report. 
These reports will acknowledge: (i) that the work has been performed in compliance 
with the plans and specifications; (ii) physical sampling and testing has been conducted 
at the appropriate frequencies; and (iii) that the summary document provides the 
necessary supporting information. 

At a minimum, this report will include: 

• summaries of all construction activities; 

• monitoring logs and testing data sheets including sample location 
plans; 

• construction problems and solutions summary sheets; 

• changes from design and material specifications; 

• record drawings; and 

• . a summary statement indicating compliance with project plans and 
specifications which is signed and sealed by a Registered Civil 
Engineer or Certified Engineering Geologist in the State of 
California. 

The record drawings will include scale drawings depicting the location of the 
construction and details pertaining to the extent of construction (e.g., depths, plan 
dimensions, elevations, soil component thicknesses, etc.). These documents will be 
prepared by the appropriate CQA Representative and included as part of the CQA plan 
documentation. 
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3. VERY FLEXIBLE POLYETHYLENE (VFPE) GEOMEMBRANE 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 

3.1 Design 

A copy of the VFPE geomembrane construction drawings and specifications 
prepared by the Engineer will be given to the Geosynthetics CQA Representative. The 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative will review these items for familiarity. This review 
should not be considered as the peer review of the design. Peer review should have 
been conducted at an earlier stage. 

3.2 Manufacturing 

The VFPE Geomembrane Manufacturer (Manufacturer) will provide the 
Project Manager with a list. of guaranteed "minimum average roll value" properties for 
the type of geomembrane to be delivered. The Manufacturer will also provide the 
Project Manager with a written certification signed by a responsible representative of 
the Manufacturer that the materials actually delivered have "minimum average roll 
value" properties which meet or exceed all certified property values for that type of 
geomembrane. 

The Manufacturer will also provide the Project Manager with the following 
information: 

• the ongm (Resin Supplier's name and resin production plant), 
identification (brand name, lot number), and production date of the 
resin; and 

• a copy of the quality control certificates issued by the Resin Supplier. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will examine .all of the 
Manufacturer and resin suppliers certificates to ensure that the property values listed on 
the certifications meet or exceed those specified. Any deviations will be reported to the 
Project Manager. 
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3.3 Shipment and Storage 

During shipment and storage, the VFPE geomembrane will be protected 
from puncture, cutting, or any other damaging or deleterious conditions. The 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative will observe rolls upon delivery to the site and any 
deviations from the above requirements will be reported to the Project Manager. Any 
damaged rolls will be rejected and replaced at no cost to the City. 

3.4 Conformance Testing 

3.4.1 Testing Procedures 

In order to ensure that the VFPE to be installed for this project meets the 
design requirements, a minimum Design Yield Point is specified. For the purpose of 
these specifications, the Design Yield Point is defined as the point on the stress-strain 
curve at which the tangent modulus first becomes 290 psi. The attached appendix 
provides supporting documentation used to establish this minimum design yield point. 
The stress-strain curve will be determined based on testing method ASTM D 638. 

The following test procedures will also be conducted: 

• thickness (ASTM D 751 with conical tip); 
' 

• specific gravity (ASTM D 792 Method A or ASTM D 1505); 
• carbon black content (ASTM D 1603); and 
• carbon black dispersion (ASTM D 5596). 

Where optional procedures are noted in the test method, the requirements of 
the specifications shall prevail. 

3.4.2 Sampling Procedures 

Upon delivery of the geomembrane rolls, the Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative will ensure that samples are obtained from individual rolls at the 
frequency specified in this CQA plan. The samples will be forwarded to the 
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Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory for testing to ensure conformance to both the design 
specifications and the list of physical properties certified by the Manufacturer. 

Samples will be taken across the entire width of the roll and will not include 
the first lineal 3 ft (1 m). Unless otherwise specified, samples will be 3 ft (1 m) long by 
the roll width. The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will indicate the machine 
direction on the samples by marking an arrow on each sample. 

Unless otherwise specified, conformance samples of the VFPE 
geomembrane rolls will be taken at a frequency of one sample per lot or one per 
100,000 ft2 (1 0,000 m2

) of material delivered to the site, whichever requires the greater 
number of samples. 

3.4.3 Test Results 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will examine all results from 
laboratory conformance testing and compare results to the project specifications. The 
criteria used to determine acceptability are presented in the Specifications. The 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative will report any nonconformance to the Project 
Manager. 

3.5 Handling and Placement 

Transportation of the geomembrane is the responsibility of the Manufacturer, 
Installer, or other party as agreed upon. All handling on site is the responsibility of the 

Installer. 

that: 
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During the installation, the Geosynthetics CQA Representative will verifY 

• handling equipment used on the site is adequate to handle the 
geomembrane without causing damage to the geomembrane; and 
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• the Installer's personnel handle the geomembrane with care. 

Upon delivery at the site, the Installer and the Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative will, to the best of his or her ability, conduct a surface observation of all 
rolls or factory panels for defects and damage. This examination will be conducted 
without unrolling each individual roll unless an above average frequency of defects or 
damage is observed or suspected. The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will report to 
the Project Manager: 

• any rolls or portions thereof, which should be rejected and removed 
from the site because they have severe manufacturing defects or 
damage; and 

• any rolls which exhibit an average occurrence of manufacturing 
defects or damage which are considered by the Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative as repairable flaws. 

3.6 Storage 

The Installer will be responsible for the storage of the geomembrane on site. 
The Project Manager will designate storage space in a location (or several locations) 
such that on-site transportation and handling are optimized if possible. Storage space 
should be protected from theft, vandalism, passage of vehicles, stormwater runon, etc. 
The storage space, if unpaved, should be graded and rolled smooth in order to protect 
the geomembrane materials from puncture. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will verify that storage of the 
geomembrane ensures adequate protection against dirt and sources of damage. 
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3.7 Geomembrane Installation 

3.7.1 Surface Preparation 

The Earthwork Contractor will be responsible for preparing the soil subbase 
which supports the geomembrane materials according to the Engineer's specifications. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative wilt verify that: 

• a qualified geotechnical engineer, normally the Soils CQA 
Representative, has verified that the supporting soil meets maximum 
dry density and moisture specifications (if applicable); 

• the surface to be lined has been rolled and compacted so as to be free 
of irregularities, ruts, protrusions, loose soil, and abrupt changes in 
grade; 

• the surface of the supporting soil does not contain angular to 
subangular stones, debris, or other objects which may damage the 
geomembrane; and 

• there is no area of the supporting soils excessively softened by high 
moisture content. 

The Installer will certify in writing that the surface on which the 
geomembrane will be installed is acceptable. The certificate of subgrade acceptance for 
the area under consideration will be given by the Installer to the Project Manager prior 
to commencement of geomembrane installation. The Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative will be furnished a copy of this certificate by the Project Manager. 

After the supporting soil has been accepted by the Installer, it will be the 
Installer's responsibility to indicate to the Project Manager any change in the supporting 
soil condition that may require repair work. If the Geosynthetics CQA Representative 
and/or Soils CQA Representative concurs with the Installer assessment of the subgrade 
damage, then the Project Manager will ensure that the supporting soil is repaired. 
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3.7.2 Geomembrane Placement 

3.7.2.1 Field Panel Identification 

A field panel is the unit area of geomembrane which is to be seamed in the 
field (i.e., a field panel is a roll or a portion ofroll cut in the field). 

It will be the responsibility of the Geosynthetics CQA Representative to 
ensure that each field panel is given an "identification code" (number or letter-number) 
which may or may not be consistent with the Installer's proposed layout plan .. This 
identification code will be agreed upon by the Project Manager, Installer, and 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative. This field panel identification code should be as 
simple and logical as possible. (Note: roll numbers established in the manufacturing 
plant are usually cumbersome and are not related to location in the field.) It will be the 
responsibility of the Installer to ensure that each field panel placed is marked with the 
original roll number. The roll number will be marked at a location agreed upon by the 
Project Manager, Installer, and Geosynthetics CQA Representative. The Geosynthetics 
CQA Representative will record the identification code, dimensions, weather 
conditions, time, location, and date of installation for each field panel. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will establish a table or chart 
showing correspondence between roll numbers, factory panels, and field panel 
identification codes. The field panel identification code will be used for all requisite 
quality assurance documentation. 

3.7.2.2 Field Panel Placement 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will verify that field panels are 
installed in the manner indicated in the geomembrane seam layout plan, as approved or 
modified. 

Field panels will be placed one at a time, and each field panel will be seamed 
immediately after its placement (in order· to minimize the number of unseamed field 
panels exposed to wind). 
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Geomembrane placement will not proceed at an ambient temperature below 
40°F (5°C) or above 100°F (38°C) unless otherwise authorized by the Project Manager. 
Geomembrane placement will not be conducted during precipitation events, in an area 
of ponded water, or in the presence of excessive winds as determined by the 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative or Project Manager. The Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative will verifY that the above conditions are fulfilled. The Geosynthetics 
Site CQA Manager will inform the Project Manager if the above conditions are not 
fulfilled. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will visually observe each panel, 
after placement and prior to seaming, for damage. The Geosynthetics Site CQA 
Manager will advise the Project Manager which panels, or portions of panels, should be 
rejected, repaired, or accepted. Damaged panels or portions of damaged panels which 
have been rejected will be marked and their removal from the work area recorded by the 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative. Repairs will be made according to procedures 
described in Section 3.7.4. 

3.7.3 Field Seaming 

3.7.3.1 Seam Layout 

The Installer will provide the Project Manager and the Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative with a seam layout drawing, i.e., a drawing of the facility to be lined 
showing all expected seams. The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will review the 
seam layout drawing and verifY that it is consistent with the accepted state-of-practice 
and this CQA Plan. Seams not specifically shown on the seam layout drawing may not 
be constructed without the Project Manager's prior approval. A seam numbering 
system compatible with the panel numbering system will be agreed upon at the 
Resolution and/or Pre-Construction Meeting. 
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3.7.3.2 Seaming Equipment and Products 

Approved field seaming processes are fillet extrusion seaming and double
track fusion seaming. Proposed alternate processes will be documented and submitted to 
the Project Manager for approval. Only seaming apparatus which have been specifically 
approved by make and model will be used. The Installer will ensure that all seaming 
equipment used on this project are in good working order including accurate 
temperature gauging devices. 

The Project Manager will submit all seaming documentation provided by the 
Installer to the Geosynthetics CQA Representative for his concurrence. 

Extrusion Process 

The extrusion seaming apparatus will be equipped with gauges giving the 
relevant temperatures of the apparatus such as the temperatures of the extrudate, nozzle, 
and preheat. The Installer will verify equipment operating temperature with a 
pyrometer to ensure that accurate temperatures are being achieved throughout the course 
of the geomembrane installation. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will record machine operating 

temperatures, extrudate temperatures, and ambient temperatures at appropriate intervals. 
Ambient temperatures will be measured approximately 6 in. (150 mm) above the 
geomembrane surface. 

Fusion Process 

The fusion-seaming apparatus must be automated vehicular-mounted 

devices. The fusion-seaming apparatus will be equipped with gauges indicating 
operating temperatures. Pinch roller pressure settings will be adjusted by the Installer as 

required. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will record ambient temperatures, 
seaming apparatus temperatures, and speeds. Ambient temperatures will be measured 
approximately 6 in. (150 mm) above the geomembrane surface. 
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3.7.3.3 Seam Preparation 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will monitor the preparation of the 
geomembrane for seaming operations to assure that: 

• prior to seaming, the seam area is clean and free of moisture, dust, 
dirt, debris of any kind, and foreign material; 

• if seam overlap grinding is required, the process is completed 
according to the Geomembrane Manufacturer's instructions within 
one hour of the seaming operation, and in a way that does not 
damage the geomembrane; 

• the abrading does not extend more than 0.5 in. (12 mm) on either side 
of the extruded weld; and 

• seams are aligned to minimize the number of wrinkles and 
"fishmouths." 

The Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager will inform the Project Manager if the 
conditions identified above are not met. 

3.7.3.4 Trial Seams 

Trial seams will be made using extraneous pieces of VFPE geomembrane to 
verify that seaming conditions are adequate. Such trial seams will be made at the 
beginning of each seaming period, and at least once every five hours, for both fusion 
and extrusion seaming apparatus used during the seaming period. A trial seam will also 
be made in the event that the ambient temperature varies more than 18°F (10°C) since 
the last passing trial seam test. The ambient temperature will be measured 
approximately 6 in. (150 mm) above the liner. Also, each seaming technician will make 
at least one trial seam for each seaming period. Trial seams will be made under the 
same conditions as actual seams. If any seaming apparatus is turned off for any reason, 
a new passing trial seam must be completed for that specific seaming apparatus. 
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If a trial seam specimen fails according to the criteria identified in the project 
specifications, the entire trial seam testing operation should be repeated. If a specimen 
fails in the subsequent testing, the seaming apparatus and seamer will not be accepted 
and will not be used for seaming until the deficiencies are corrected and two 
consecutive successful full trial seams are achieved. 

Additional testing of trial seams may be conducted if agreed upon between 
the parties involved. Any such agreements will be documented by the Geosynthetics 
CQA Representative. After completion of the testing described above, the remainder of 
the trial seam sample may be cut into three pieces and distributed, one to be retained in 
the City's archives, one to be given to the Installer, and one to be provided to the 
Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory for the additional testing, as required. If a trial seam 
sample fails a test conducted by the Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory, then a destructive 
sample will be taken from each of the seams completed by the seaming technician and 
apparatus subsequent to the successful field trial seam test. The conditions of this 
paragraph will be considered as met for a given seam if a corresponding destructive 
sample has already been taken and meet or exceed the requirements of the project 
specifications and this CQA plan. 

3.7.3.5 Nondestructive Testing 

Concept 

The Installer will nondestructively test all field seams over their full length 
using a vacuum test, spark test, air pressure test (for double-track fusion seams only), or 
other approved method. Vacuum testing and air pressure testing are described in the 
Vacuum Testing and the Air Pressure Testing of this section, respectively. The purpose 
of nondestructive tests is to check the continuity of seams. It does not provide any 
information on seam strength. Nondestructive testing will be carried out as the seaming 
work progresses, not at the completion of all field seaming. Nondestructiv.e testing will 
not be permitted without adequate illumination unless the Installer demonstrates 
capabilities to do so to the satisfaction of the Project Manager. 
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The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will: 

• observe all nondestructive testing; 

• record location, date, test unit number, name of tester, and outcome 
of all testing; and 

• inform the Installer and Project Manager of any required repairs. 

The Installer will complete any required repairs in accordance with 
Section 3.7.4. 

In some cases, seams may be inaccessible for nondestructive testing due to 
the design of the closure system. Provisions may be made to prefabricate portions of 
the geomembrane to allow nondestructive testing of seams that would otherwise be 
inaccessible. Once tested, the prefabricated portions may be installed. In those cases 
where no provisions can be made to nondestructively test a seam, the seam must be 
capped following the method described in Section 3.7.4.3. The seaming and capping 
operation will be observed by the Geosynthetics CQA Representative for uniformity 
and completeness. 

The seam number, date of observation, name of tester, and outcome of the 
test or observation will be recorded by the Geosynthetics CQA Representative. 

Vacuum Testing 
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The equipment for seam vacuum testing will consist of the following: 

• a vacuum box assembly consisting of a rigid housing, a transparent 
viewing window, a soft neoprene gasket attached to the bottom, port 
hole or valve assembly, and a vacuum gauge; 

• a vacuum tank and pump assembly equipped with a pressure 
controller and pipe connections; 
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• a pressure/vacuum hose with fittings and connections; 

• an approved applicator; and 

• a soapy solution. 

The following procedures will be followed: 

• if vacuum testing a fusion seam, the flap must be removed prior to 
testing; 

• energize the vacuum pump to maintain a tank pressure of 
approximately 5 psi (34 kPa) gauge; 

• with a soapy solution, wet a strip of geomembrane which is 6 in. 
(150 mm) larger in area than the vacuum box; 

• place the box over the wetted area; 

• close the bleed valve and open the vacuum valve; 

• ensure that a leak tight seal is created; 

• for a period of not less than 10 seconds, examine the geomembrane 
seam through the viewing window for the presence of leaks indicated 
by soap bubbles; 

• if no leak indications appear after 1 0 seconds, close the vacuum valve 
and open the bleed valve. Before moving the box over the next 
adjoining area, place a mark (with an approved marker) on the 
geomembrane at the leading edge of the viewing window, then move 
the box over the next adjoining area so that the last mark on the 
geomembrane is at the rear of the viewing window, and repeat the 
process; and 
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• all areas where leaks appear will be marked by the vacuum testing 
technician and repaired by the Installer in accordance with 
Section 3. 7.4.3. 

Air Pressure Testing (For Double-Track Fusion Seams Only) 

The following procedures are applicable to those processes which produce a 
double seam with an enclosed air charmel space. 
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The equipment will be comprised of the following: 

• an air pump equipped with a pressure gauge capable of generating 
and sustaining a pressure between 25 to 30 psi (175 and 210 kPa) and 
mounted on a cushion to protect the geomembrane; 

• a hose with fittings and connections; and 

• a sharp hollow needle, or other approved air pressure feed device and 
pressure gauge. 

The following procedures will be followed: 

• insert a protective cushion between the air pump and the 
geomembrane; 

• seal both ends of the seam to be tested; 

• insert the needle or other approved pressure feed device into the 
charmel created by the fusion seam; 

• insert the needle with the pressure gauge into the charmel at the 
opposite end of the seam where the pressure feed device is located; 
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• energize the air pump to a pressure between 25 and 30 psi (175 and 
210 kPa), close the valve, and sustain the pressure for a minimum 
period of 5 minutes; 

• if any loss of pressure exceeds 2 psi (15 kPa) on the gauge at the 
opposite end of the seam to the pressure feed device or if the pressure 
does not stabilize, locate the faulty area and repair it in accordance 
with Section 5.8.4.3; 

• verify the relief of the air pressure of the end of the seam opposite the 
pressure gauge; and 

• remove the needles or other approved pressure feed devices and 
repair all holes created during the test procedures. 

Destructive Testing 

Destructive seam tests will be performed at selected locations. The purpose 
of these tests is to evaluate seam strength. Seam strength testing will be conducted as 
the seaming work progresses, not at the completion of production seaming. 

Location and Frequency 

The Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager will select locations where seam 
samples will be cut out for laboratory testing. Those locations will be established as 
follows: 
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A mmtmum average frequency of one test per 500 lineal ft 
(150 lineal m) of seam length. This minimum frequency is to be 
determined as an average taken over the total length of the 
geomembrane seams constructed for the final cover system. 
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• A maximum frequency will be agreed upon by the Installer, Project 
Manager and Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager at the Resolution 
and/or Pre-Construction Meeting. 

• Test locations will be determined during seaming at the 
Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager's discretion. Selection of such 
locations may be prompted by suspicion of excess crystallinity, 
contamination, offset seams, or any other potential cause of 
inadequate seaming. 

The Installer will not be informed in advance of the locations where the 
seam samples will be taken. 

Sampling Procedure 

Samples will be marked by the Geosynthetic CQA Representative and 
removed by the Installer for field and laboratory testing as the seaming progresses. This 
procedure will allow review of laboratory test results before the geomembrane IS 

covered by another material. The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will: 

• observe sample removal; 

• assign a number to each sampling location, and mark the sample 
removed from that location accordingly; 

• record the sample location on the layout drawing; and 

• record the reason for taking the sample at this location (e.g., 
statistical routine, suspicious feature of the geomembrane). 

All holes in the geomembrane resulting from the destructive sampling 
procedures will be immediately repaired by the Installer in accordance with repair 
procedures described in Section 3.7.4.3. The continuity of the new seams constructed 
as part of the repaired area will be tested according to the Vacuum Testing of 
Section 3.7.3.5. 
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Prior to the removal of a sample, two specimens for field testing should be 
taken. Each of these specimens will be 1 in. (25 mm) wide by 8 in. (200 mm) long, 
with the seam centered parallel to the width. The distance between these two specimens 
will be 44 in. ( 1.1 m). If both specimens pass the field peel tests described in the Field 
Testing of Section 3.7.3.6, a sample for laboratory testing will be taken. If either 
specimen fails the testing, the seam should be repaired in accordance with the 
procedures identified in Section 3.7.4.3. 

Size and Distribution of Samples 

The sample for laboratory testing will be located between the two specimens 
removed for field testing as described in the Sampling Procedure of Section 3.7.3.6. 
The destructive sample will be 12 in. (0.3 m) wide by 42 in. (1.1 m) long with the seam 
centered lengthwise. The sample will be cut into three parts and distributed as follows: 

• one portion, measuring 12 in. x 12 in. (0.3 m x 0.3 m), to the Installer 
for laboratory testing (if required); 

• one portion, measuring 12 in. x 12 in. (0.3 m x 0.3 m), to the City for 
archive storage; and 

• one portion, measuring 12 in. x 18 in. (0.3 m x 0.45 m), for 
Geosynthetic CQA Laboratory testing. 

Final determination of the destructive sample dimensions and distribution 
will be made at the Pre-Construction Meeting. 

Field Testing 

The two 1 in. (25 mm) wide specimens mentioned in the Sampling 
Procedure of Section 3.7.3.6 will be tested in the field for peel. The testing will be 
conducted using a gauged tensiometer which has been calibrated within the last six 
months. If any field test sample fails to pass the criteria identified in the specifications, 
then the procedures outlined in the Procedures for Destructive Test Failures of 

Section 3.7.3.6 will be followed. 
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The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will witness all field destructive 
testing and record the date, seam number, panel numbers, location, the assigned 
destructive sample number, and the results of the field tests. 

Geosynthetics Construction Quality Assurance Laboratory Testing 

Destructive test samples will be packaged and shipped, if necessary, by the 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative in a manner that will not damage the test sample. 
The Project Manager will verify that packaging and shipping conditions are acceptable. 
The Project Manager will be responsible for storing the archive samples. This 
procedure will be fully outlined at the Resolution and Pre-Construction Meetings. 
Destructive samples will be tested by the Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory. The 
Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory will be selected by the Geosynthetics CQA 
Representative with the concurrence of the City. 

Testing will include "Seam Strength" (ASTM D 4437 as modified in NSF 54 
Appendix A), and "Peel Strength" (ASTM D 4437 as modified in NSF 54, 
Appendix A). Modifications to the testing procedures and the minimum acceptable 
values to be obtained in these tests are indicated in the Specifications. At least five 
specimens will be tested for each test method. Specimens will be selected alternately by 
test from the samples (i.e., peel, shear, peel, shear ... ). 

The Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory will provide test results to the 
Geosynthetic Site CQA Manager no more than 24 hours after receipt of the samples. 
The Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager will review laboratory test results as soon as they 
become available and make appropriate recommendations to the Project Manager. 

Acceptable seams must be bounded by two locations which meet the 
following criteria: (i) where destructive samples have passed all laboratory tests; (ii) the 
entire production seam length and seaming apparatus in question is capped; and 
(iii) constructed by the seamer. Whenever a reconstructed seam length exceeds !50 ft 
(50 m), a sample will be taken from the zone in which the seam has been reconstructed. 
This sample must pass destructive testing or the procedure outlined in this section must 
be repeated. 
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The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will document all actions taken in 
conjunction with destructive test failures. 

3.7.4 Defects and Repairs 

3.7.4.1 Identification 

Seams and non-seam areas of the geomembrane will be examined by the 
Geosynthetics CQA Representative for identification of defects, holes, blisters, 
undispersed raw materials and any sign of contamination by foreign matter. The surface 
of the geomembrane will be clean at the time of examination. The geomembrane 
surface will be swept or washed by the Installer if debris of any kind inhibits 
examination. 

3.7.4.2 Evaluation 

Each suspect location both in seam and non-seam areas will be 
nondestructively tested using the methods described in the Vacuum Testing of 
Section 3. 7.3 .5. Each location which fails the nondestructive testing will be marked by 
the Installer or the Geosynthetics CQA Representative and repaired by the Installer. 
Work will not proceed with any materials which will cover geomembrane locations that 
have been repaired until laboratory destructive test results have been approved by the 
Geosynthetic CQA Representative. 

3.7.4.3 Repair Procedures 

Any portion of the geomembrane exhibiting a flaw or failing a destructive or 
nondestructive test will be repaired. Several procedures exist for the repair of these 
areas. The final decision as to the appropriate repair procedure will be agreed upon 
between the Project Manager, Installer, and Geosynthetics Site CQA Manager. The 
procedures available include: 
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• patching, used to repair large holes, tears, undispersed raw materials, 
and contamination by foreign matter; 

• grinding and reseaming, used to repair small sections, less than 1 ft 
(0.3 m) of extruded seams; 

• spot seaming, used to repair small tears, pinholes, or other minor, 
localized flaws; and 

• capping, used to repair failed seams. 

In addition, the following provisions will be satisfied: 

• surfaces of the geomembrane that are to be repaired will be abraded 
no more than one hour prior to the repair; 

• all surfaces must be clean and dry at the time of the repair; 

• all seaming equipment used in repairing procedures must have passed 
the most recent seaming periods of trial seam testing; 

• the repair procedures, materials, and techniques will be approved in 
advance of the specific repair by the Project Manager, Geosynthetic 
Site CQA Manager, and Installer; 

• patches or caps will extend at least 6 in. (150 mm) beyond the edge 
of the defect, and all comers of patches will be rounded with a radius 
of at least 3 in. (75 mm); and 

• the geomembrane below large caps should be appropriately cut to 
avoid water or gas collection between the two sheets. 
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3.7.5 Geosynthetic Final Cover System Acceptance 

The Installer will retain all responsibility for the installed geosynthetics until 
accepted by the City. 
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The installed geosynthetics will be accepted by the City when: 

• the installation is finished; 

• verification of the adequacy of all seams and repairs, including 
passing nondestructive and destructive tests, are complete; 

• Installer's representative furnishes the Project Manager with 
certification that the VFPE geomembrane was installed in accordance 
with the Manufacturer's recommendations as well as the plans and 
specifications; 

• all documentation of installation is completed; and 

• the Geosynthetics CQA Representative's Final Report and Record 
Drawings, sealed by a Professional Engineer registered by the State 
of Illinois, have been received by the City. 
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4. GEOTEXTILE CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE 

4.1 Design 

A copy of the geotextile construction drawings and project specifications 
prepared by the Engineer will be given to the Geosynthetic CQA Representative. The 
Geosynthetic CQA Representative will review these items for familiarity. This review 
should not be considered as the peer review of the design .. Peer review should have been 
conducted at an earlier stage. 

4.2 Manufacturing 

The Geotextile Manufacturer (Manufacturer) will provide the Project Manager 
with a list of certified "minimum average roll value" properties for the type of geotextile 
to be delivered. The Manufacturer will also provide the Project Manager with a written · 
certification signed by a responsible representative of the Manufacturer that the materials 
actually delivered have "minimum average roll values" properties which meet or exceed 
all certified property values for that type of geotextile. 

The Geosynthetic CQA Representative will examine all the Manufacturers' 
certifications to ensure that the property values listed on the certifications meet or exceed 
those specified for the particular type of geotextile. Any deviations will be reported to the 
Project Manager. 

4.3 Labeling 

The Manufacturer will identify all rolls of geotextile with the following: 

• Geotextile Manufacturer's name; 
• product identification; 
• lot number; 
• roll number; 
• roll weight; and 
• roll dimensions. 
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The Geosynthetic CQA Representative will examine rolls upon delivery and 
any deviation from the above requirements will be reported to the Project Manager. 

4.4 Shipment and Storage 

During shipment and storage, the geotextile will be protected from ultraviolet 
light exposure, precipitation or other inundation, mud, dirt, dust, puncture, cutting or any 
other damaging or deleterious conditions. To that effect, geotextile rolls will be shipped 
and stored in relatively opaque and watertight wrappmgs. The Geosynthetic CQA 
Representative will observe rolls upon delivery to the site and any deviation from the 
above requirements will be reported to the Project Manager. Any damaged rolls will be 
rejected and replaced at no cost to the Owner. 

4.5 Conformance Testing 

4.5.1 Tests 

Upon delivery of the geotextile rolls, the Geosynthetic CQA Representative 
will ensure that samples are removed and forwarded to the Geosynthetic CQA Laboratory 
for testing to ensure conformance to both the design specifications and the list of 
guaranteed properties. 

As a minimum, the following tests will be performed on geotextiles in 
accordance with the referenced ASTM Standards: 

• mass per unit area (ASTM D 3776); 
• grab strength (ASTM D 4632); 
• tear strength (ASTM D 4533); 
• burst strength (ASTM D 3786); and· 
• puncture strength (ASTM D 3787). 
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4.5.2 Sampling Procedures 

Upon delivery of the geotextile rolls, the Geosynthetics CQA Representative 
will ensure that samples are obtained from individual rolls at the frequency specified in 
this CQA plan. The samples will be forwarded to the Geosynthetics CQA Laboratory for 
testing to ensure conformance to both the design specifications and the list of physical 
properties certified by the Manufacturer. 

Samples will be taken across the entire width of the roll and will not include 
the first linear 3 ft (1 m). Unless otherwise specified, samples will be 3 ft (1 m) long by 
the roll width. The Geosynthetic CQA Representative will mark the machine direction on 
the samples with an arrow. Samples will be taken at a rate of one per manufactured lot or 
one per 100,000 ft' (9,300 m2

), whichever requires the greater number of samples. 

4.5.3 Test Results 

The Geosynthetic CQA Representative will examine all results from 
laboratory conformance testing and compare results to the project specifications. The 
criteria used to determine acceptability are presented in the Specifications. The 
Geosynthetic CQA Representative will report any nonconformance to the Project 
Manager. 

4.5.4 Conformance Test Failure 

The following procedure will apply whenever a sample fails a conformance 
test that is conducted by the Geosynthetic CQA Laboratory: 
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• The Manufacturer will replace every roll of geotextile that is in 
nonconformance with the specifications with a roll that meets 
specifications. 

• The Installer will remove conformance samples for testing by the 
Geosynthetic CQA Laboratory from the closest numerical rolls on 
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both sides of the failed roll. These two samples must conform to the 
specifications. If either of these samples fail, the numerically closest 
rolls on the side of the failed sample that is not tested, will be tested 
by the Geotextile CQA Laboratory. These samples must conform to 
the specifications. If any of these samples fail, every roll of 
geotextile on site from this lot and every subsequently delivered roll 
that is from the same lot must be tested by the Geosynthetic CQA 
Laboratory for conformance to the specifications. This additional 
conformance testing will be at the expense of the Manufacturer. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will document actions taken m 
conjunction with conformance test failures. 

4.6 Handling and Placement 

The Installer will handle all geotextiles in such a manner as to ensure they are 
not damaged in any way. The Installer will comply with the following: 
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• In the presence of wind, the geotextile will be weighted with 
sandbags or the equivalent. Sandbags will be used during installation 
only and will remain until replaced with the appropriate protective 
cover soils. 

• The geotextile will be kept continually under tension to minimize the 
presence of wrinkles in the geotextile. 

• The geotextile will be cut using an approved geotextile cutter only. 
If in place, special care must be taken to protect other materials from 
damage which could be caused by the cutting of the geotextile. 

• The Installer will take any necessary precautions to prevent damage 
to the underlying VFPE geomembrane during placement of the 
geotextile. 
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• During placement of geotextile, care will be taken not to entrap 
stones, excessive dust, or moisture that could damage the geotextile, 
cause clogging, or hamper subsequent seaming. 

• A visual examination of the geotextile will be carried out over the 
entire surface, after installation to ensure that no potentially harmful 
foreign objects are present. 

The Geosynthetics CQA Representative will note any noncompliance and 
report it to the Project Manager. 

4.7 Geotextile Seams and Overlaps 

All geotextile seams will be sewn using thread approved by the Manufacturer 
and which is resistant to ultraviolet radiation. Spot sewing is not permitted. Thermal 
bonding is not permitted without written approval of the Engineer. Geotexti1es shall be 
overlapped a minimum of 6 in. (150 mm) prior to seaming. No horizontal seams will be 
allowed on side slopes steeper than 20 percent (i.e. seams will be along, not across, slopes 
steeper than SH: 1 V), except as part of a patch or for seams connecting the ends of two 
panels of geotextile deployed parallel to the slope (referred to as cross seams). Cross 
seams shall not be continuous across two or more panel widths. 

4.8 Geotextile Repair 

Any holes or tears in the geotextile will be repaired using a patch made from 

the same geotextile. Geotextile patches will extend a minimum of 1 ft (0.3 m) beyond the 
damaged area. Geotextile patches will be sewn into place no closer than 1 in. (25 mm) 
from any panel edge. Should any tear exceed 50 percent of the width of the roll, that roll 

will be removed from the slope and replaced. Care will be taken to remove any soil or 
other material which may have penetrated the tom geotextile. 

The Geosynthetic CQA Representative will observe any repair, note any 
noncompliance with the above requirements and report them to the Project Manager. 
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4.9 Placement of Soil Materials 

The Earthwork Contractor will place all soil materials located on top of a 
geotextile in such a manner as to ensure: 

• nd damage to the geotextile; 

• minimal slippage of the geotextile on underlying layers; and 
• no excess tensile stresses in the geotextile. 

Any noncompliance will be noted by the Geosynthetic CQA Representative 
and reported to the Project Manager. 
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5. SOILS CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Soils CQA will be performed on all soil components used during construction 

of the final cover. The criteria to be used for the determination of acceptability of the 

construction work will be as identified in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. 

5.1 Monitoring 

The Soils CQA Consultant will monitor and document the construction of all 

soils components. Monitoring the construction work includes the following: 

• monitoring the quality of the material stockpiles, obtaining borrow soil 

samples for conformance testing; 

• testing to determine the moisture content and unit weight of each lift during 

placement and compaction of soil used in construction of the 

foundation, low-permeability soil barrier, and vegetative layers; 

• recording test results and locations; 

• noting any deficiencies; 

• monitoring the thickness of lifts as loosely placed and as compacted; 

• monitoring that the total thickness of the foundation, low-permeability soil 

barrier, and vegetative layers is as indicated on the construction plans; 
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• monitoring the action of the compaction and heavy hauling equipment on the 

construction surface (i.e., penetration, pumping, cracking, etc.); and 

• monitoring the repair of nonconforming areas and testing perforations. 

Monitoring the earthwork for the foundation layer specifically includes the 

following: 

• monitor clearing, grubbing, and stripping of the existing interim cover 

surface; 

• monitor the scarification of the interim cover surface to a depth of 6 to 8 in. 

(150 to 200 mm) and recompaction; 

• reviewing documentation of quality control test results; 

• visually monitoring the physical condition of the material during placement; 

and 

• visually monitoring the foundation layer stability under the action of the 

compaction equipment. 

Monitoring the earthwork for the compacted low-permeability soil barrier layer 

specifically includes the following: 

• reviewing documentation of the quality control test results; 

• monitoring the soil for deleterious material; 
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• monitoring moisture conditioning and preprocessing, if any, of the borrow 

soil material; 

• monitoring the thickness of lifts during placement of the material; 

• monitoring that the surface of each lift is scarified to a depth of 2 to 4 in. (50 

to 100 mm) prior to placement of the following lift; 

• recording the construction equipment used for material placement; 

• performing BAT hydraulic conductivity tests and recording the test results 

and location; 

• monitoring the protection of the final surface of the low-permeability soil 

barrier layer from excessive moisture loss prior to placement of the 

vegetative cover layer; and 

• monitoring preparation and smoothness of the surface prior to the 

installation of the VLDPE geomembrane in 'C' Canyon. 

Monitoring the earthwork for the vegetative layer specifically includes the 

following: 

• reviewing documentation of the quality control test results; 

• monitoring soil for deleterious material; 

• monitoring the thickness oflifts during placement of the materials; 
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• monitoring wrinkles that may appear in the underlying geotextile 

cushion on VLDPE geomembrane during placement of the vegetative 

layer in 'C' Canyon; and 

• recording field density and field moisture content measurement at 

location of each test on test logs. 

5.2 Laboratory and Field Tests 

The laboratory and field test methods, laboratory and field testing frequencies, 

and criteria used to determine acceptability are presented in Table 5-1. A special testing 

frequency will be used at the discretion of the Landfill Engineer or the Soils CQA 

Consultant when visual observations of construction performance indicate a potential or 

recurring deficiency. 

5.3 Survey 

The top of the low-permeability soil barrier shall be surveyed before the 

installation of the immediately overlying vegetative cover layer. The thickness of the 

low-permeability soil barrier shall be determined by comparing the survey of the 

finished foundation layer and the top of the low-permeability soil barrier layer. 
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5.4 Deficiencies 

5.4.1 General 

If a defect is discovered in the earthwork product, the Soils Site Monitor will 

immediately inform the Soils CQA Managing Engineer or his designated representative. 

/ The Soils Site Monitor, in consultation with the Soils CQA Managing Engineer, will 

determine the extent and nature of the defect. If the defect is indicated by an 

unsatisfactory test result, extent of the deficient area will be determined by additional 

tests, observations, a review of records, or other means that the Soils CQA Managing 

Engineer deems appropriate. 

If the defect is related to adverse site conditions, such as overly wet soils or 

surface desiccation, the Soils Site Monitor, in consultation with the Soils CQA 

Managing Engineer, will define the limits and nature of the defect. 

5.4.2 Notification 

After determining the extent and nature of a defect, the Soils CQA Site 

Manager will notify the Landfill Engineer and Landfill Manager and schedule 

appropriate retests when the work deficiency is to be corrected. 

5.4.3 Corrective Action 

At locations where the field testing of the soil indicates that the compacted unit 

weight, moisture content, or field or laboratory hydraulic conductivities do not meet the 

requirements presented in Table 5-l, the failing area will be reworked as indicated 

below: 
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• If the results of any in-situ moisture or dry density, or field hydraulic 

conductivity value fails to meet the specified criteria presented in 

Table 5-1, two additional tests of the same type will be performed_in the 

vicinity of the failed test. If either of the two additional tests results in a 

failure, then this area of the low-permeability soil barrier will be 

considered in nonconformance and will be removed, reworked, and 

recompacted to meet the requirements specified in Table 5-1. 

• Perform in-place density and moisture content testing in the vicinity of a 

nonconforming area to evaluate deficiency in-place density and 

moisture content. 

• Obtain samples of low-permeability soil liner material from nonconforming 

areas for potential laboratory testing to evaluate differences in soil 

properties that could contribute to the nonconforming test results. 

Criteria to be used for determination of acceptability will be as identified 

herein. Other tests conducted on hydraulic conductivity samples will consist of 

Atterberg limits and grain size distribution. 

5.4.4 Repairs and Retesting 

The City's work force will correct the deficiency to the satisfaction of the Soils 

CQA Consultant. If a project specification criterion cannot be met, or unusual weather 

conditions hinder work, then the Soils CQA Consultant will develop and present to the 

Landfill Engineer suggested solutions for approval. 
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All retests recommended by the Soils CQA Consultant must verify that the 

defect has been corrected before any additional work is performed by the City's work 

force in the area of the deficiency. The Soils CQA Consultant will also verify that all 

installation requirements are met. 

Penetrations into the compacted low-permeability soil barrier resulting from 

sampling or other activities shall be properly backfilled with hand-tamped select low

permeability material and/or bentonite powder. CQA personnel will repair nuclear 

density, sand cone, and BAT hole perforations. The City's work force shall repair 

perforations and/or excavations resulting from CQA sampling and testing. All repairs 

will be inspected by the Site Soils Monitor for compliance. 
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TABLE 5-1 

FOUNDATION LAYER CONFORMANCE TESTING 
FINAL COVER SYSTEM 

LOPEZ CANYON SANITARY LANDFILL 

TEST METHOD MINIMUM TESTING ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
FREQUENCY 

Grain Size Distribution I test per I 0,000 yd' Maximum particle size of 6 in. 
(ASTMD422) (7,650 m') 

Modified Proctor I test per I 0,000 yd' N/A 
(ASTM D 1557) (7,650 m') 

In-Place Moisture-Density Nuclear I test per 1,000 yd3 (765m3
) Dry density no less than 90% of the max. dry density for 

Method top 6 to 8 inches of the foundation layer, no less than 
(ASTM D 2922/3017) 85% of the max dry density for the vegetative layer 

moisture content no less than the optimum moisture 
content, as measured by ASTM D 1557. 

In-Place Moisture/Density Sand I test per I 0,000 yd' Dry density no less than 90% of the max. dry density for 
Cone Method (ASTM D 1556) or (7,650 m') the foundation layer, no less than 85% of the max dry 

Drive Cylinder Method (ASTM D density for the vegetative layer moisture content no 
2937) less than the optimum moisture content, as measured by 

ASTMD 1557. 
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TABLE 5-2 

LOW-PERMEABILITY SOIL BARRIER LAYER 
CONFORMANCE TESTING 

FINAL COVER SYSTEM 
LOPEZ CANYON SANITARY LANDFILL 

MINIMUM TESTING ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 
TEST METHOD FREQUENCY 

Grain Size Distribution 1 test per 4,000 yd3 Minimum fines content of 50%. 
(ASTMD422) (3,060 m3

) Maximum particle size of 3 in. (75 
mm). 

Atterberg Limits 1 test per 4,000 yd3 Plasticity index: 40 minimum 
(ASTM D 4318) (3,060 m3

) 

In-Place Moisture/Density I test per 250 yd3 (190 m3
) Each lift shall be compacted to at least 

Nuclear Method Minimum of 5 tests per week 90 percent of the maximum dry density 
(ASTM D 2922) at +/-2% of the optimum moisture 

content, as measured by ASTM D 698. 

In-Place Moisture/Density Sand Cone I test per 2,500 yd3 Each lift shall be compacted to at least 
Method (ASTM D 1556) or Drive (1,900 m') (for correlation) 90 percent of the maximum dry density 
Cylinder Method (ASTM 2937) (minimum of 1 test per week) at +/-2% of the optimum moisture 

content, as measured by ASTM D 698. 

Moisture-Density Compaction Curve I test per 5,000 yd3 N!A 
(ASTMD698) (3,820 m3

) 

Field Permeability Test I test per 2,000 yd3 (1,530 m3
) Maximum saturated hydraulic 

(BAT Permeameter, Manufacturer's conductivity of 1 x 10'6 cm/s. 
Specifications) 

Laboratory Permeablity Test<!) I test per 4,000 yd3 (3,060 m3
) 

Maximum saturated hydraulic 

(ASTM D 5084) (on Shelby tube soil samples) conductivity of I x 10·' cm/s at a 
confming pressure of 3 psi. 
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6. GEOSYNTHETIC CLAY LINER (GCL) QUALITY ASSURANCE 

During the installation of the GCL, the CQA CONSULTANT will monitor and 
document that material handling and storage, deployment, seaming, anchoring and 
protection, and repairs are in conformance with the Contract Drawings and the Technical 
Specifications. The Site CQA Manager will review the Geosynthetics CONTRACTOR's 
submittals and provide recommendations to the OWNER. Monitoring activities will be 
documented, as will all deviations from the Contract Drawings and the Technical 
Specifications, and their resolutions. Any nonconformance identified by the CQA 
CONSULTANT will be reported to the OWNER and the Geosynthetics Contractor. The 
GCL CQA activities are described in greater detail in the following sections. 

6.1 Geosynthetic Clay Liner (GCL) Conformance Testing 

CQA personnel will sample the GCL at the manufacturer's plant and/or after 
delivery to the construction site. The samples will be forwarded to the Geosynthetics CQA 
Laboratory for testing to assess conformance with the Technical Specifications. The test 
methods and minimum testing frequencies are indicated in Table 6-1. 

Samples will be taken across the entire width of the roll and will not include the 
first 3 ft (0.9 m) if the sample is cut onsite. Unless otherwise specified, samples will be 3 ft 
(0.9 m) long by the roll width. The CQA CONSULTANT will mark the machine direction 
with an arrow and the manufacturer's roll number on each sample. 

6.2 GCL Delivery and Storage 

Upon delivery to the site, the CQA CONSULTANT will check the GCL rolls for 
defects (e.g., tears, holes) and for damage. The CQA CONSULTANT will report to 
OWNER and the Geosynthetics CONTRACTOR: 
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• any rolls, or portions thereof, which should be rejected and removed from 
the site because they have severe flaws; and 
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• any rolls which include minor repairable flaws. 

The GCL rolls delivered to the site will be checked by the CQA CONSULTANT 
to ensure that the roll numbers correspond to those on the approved manufacturer's quality 
control certificate of compliance. 

6.3 GCL Installation 

The CQA CONSULTANT will monitor and document that the GCL is installed 
m accordance with the Contract Drawings and the Technical Specifications. The 
Geosynthetics CONTRACTOR shall provide the CQA CONSULTANT a certificate of 
subgrade acceptance prior to the installation of the GCL as outlined in the Technical 
Specifications. The GCL installation activities to be monitored and documented by the 
CQA CONSULTANT include: 
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• monitoring that the GCL rolls are stored and handled in a manner which 
does not result in any damage to the GCL; 

• monitoring that the GCL is. not exposed to UV radiation for extended 
periods of time without prior approval; 

• monitoring that placement and compaction of soil does not cause damage, 
create large wrinkles, or induce excessive tensile stresses to the GCL; 

" monitoring that the GCL are seamed in accordance with the Technical 
Specifications and the manufacturer's recommendations; 

monitoring and documenting that the GCL is installed on an approved 
subgrade, free of debris, protrusions, or uneven surfaces; 

• monitoring that no needles are in the GCL or bentonite powder using a 
metal detector; 
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• monitoring that the GCL is not installed on a saturated subgrade or 
standing water and is not exposed such that it is hydrated prior to 
completion of the side-slope liner system; and 

• monitoring that any damage to the GCL is repaired as outlined in the 
Technical Specifications. 
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TABLE6-1 
GEOSYNTHETIC CLAY LINER CONFORMANCE TESTING 

PROPERTY TEST METHOD MINIMUM TESTING 
FREQUENCY 

Dry Mass per Unit Area ASTMD3776 4o,ooo fe 
(3,715 m2

) 

or one per lot<2
) 

Puncture Strength, ASTMD4833 40,000 ft2 

Unhydrated GCL (3,715 m2
) 

or one per lot<Z) 

Bentonite Free Swell USPNFXVII 40,000 ft" 
(3,715 m2

) 

or one per lot<Z) 

Hydraulic Conductivity\'! ASTMD5084 100,000 ft" 
(9,290 m2

) 

or one per lot(Z) 

Notes: (l) Performed at a confining stress of 5 psi. 
(2) A lot is defined as a series of consecutively numbered rolls 'from the same manufacturing line. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mr. Dan Meyers, City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Sanitation 

FROM: Mr. Mike Snow, P.E., GeoSyntec Consultants 

DATE: 19 September 1996 

SUBJECT: Very Flexible Polyethylene Tensile Testing 
Design Yield Point Concept Clarification 

This letter is an explanation clarifying the methodology used by GeoSyntec 
Consultants (GeoSyntec) to identify the design yield point (DYP) of very flexible 
polyethylene (VFPE) geomembranes (i.e., VFPE's include very low density 
polyethylene (VLDPE) and. linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE)). A methodology 
to identify the design yield point of VFPE is necessary because, unlike high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) which has a distinct yield point (at approximately 10 to 
12 percent strain), VFPE's have more of a yielding region (at approximately 10 to 
20 percent strain). 

The point on the VFPE tensile stress vs. tensile strain curve, where the 
tangent modulus first decreases to 290 psi, was selected as the DYP based on a revii'W 
of a large number of test results. The corresponding stress is called the design yield 
stress while the corresponding strain is called the design yield strain. A typical tensile 
stress vs. strain curve for VLDPE is attached. The minimum values of design yield 
stress and strain associated with the DYP are then specified along with the other 
properties of the VFPE. There are no know references that present this methodology, 
however, it has been used previously by GeoSyntec on projects using VFPE's. 

The stress-strain curve used to determine the DYP will be obtained in 
accordance with ASTM D 638, which is a more appropriate test method than ASTM D 
882. 
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Design Yield Point Concept Clarification 
19 September 1996 
Page2 

CLOSURE 

GeoSyntec hopes this memorandum serves as clarification of the 
methodologies used to identify the DYP of VFPE geomembranes. If you have any 
questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact Mike Snow. 

* * * * * 
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7. REVISED LANDFILL GAS CONTROL SYSTEM 

7.1 General 

The original landfill gas control system was installed at the Lopez Canyon 

Sanitary Landfill in 1989 and was upgraded in 1992. Initial start up of the system was 

conducted in December 1989. The landfill gas control system design consists of 

horizontal and vertical landfill gas wells, lateral collectors, and headers over a large 

portion of the landfill. The current flare station consists of nine flares. The collected 

landfill gas is delivered to the flare station where it is disposed of by combustion. 

Monitoring of the landfill gas control system is performed with perimeter monitoring 

probes and a landfill gas surface monitoring grid. The landfill gas monitoring system 

is unchanged from that presented in the FCP. 

Revisions to the landfill gas control system presented in the FCP were required 

as a result of the modifications to the fmal grading plans in Disposal Area C. Revisions 

were made only to the layout of the landfill gas control system in this area. The specific 

components of the system (e.g., headers, wells, etc.) are unchanged from those described 

in the FCP. The revised layout of the landfill gas control system is presented as 

Figure 7-1 and Drawing No. 4 of this amendment. Descriptions of the system 

components are presented below. 

7.2 Landfill Gas Control System 

7.2.1 General System Layout 
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The existing landfill gas control system in Disposal Areas A,B, and AB + was 

installed prior to the placement of final cover and consists of vertical and horizontal 

landfill gas wells buried in the intermediate cover which are designed to allow landfill 

gas condensate to flow to the sumps located at low points around the site. The system 

modifications described in the following sections will effectively incorporate Disposal 

Area C into the existing landfill gas control system and will accommodate any increased 

condensate volumes the system may experience when Disposal Area C has been added. 

Any additional modifications made to the landfill gas control system during the closure 

and post-closure maintenance period will be submitted to the LEA and the CIWMB for 

approval in accordance with §17783.(d) of Title 14. 

7.2.2 Disposal Area C 

The design of the landfill gas control system for Disposal Area C incorporates 

a series of horizontal gas wells and collection header lines (see Figure 7-1 and Drawing 

No. 4 of this amendment). Horizontal wells and collection header lines are installed as 

the waste is placed. 

As Disposal Area C is filled, a system of horizontal landfill gas wells will be 

installed. A total of five levels of horizontal landfill gas wells will be installed under the 

Disposal Area C deck. The horizontal spacing between adjacent landfill gas wells lines 

will be approximately 100 ft (30 m). The vertical distance between each layer of 

horizontal landfill gas wells will be approximately 40 ft (12 m). The top layer of 

horizontal landfill gas wells will be approximately 20 ft (6 m) below the final cover. 

Each horizontal landfill gas well outlet line will be individually valved and 

connected to a main landfill gas collection header. The main purpose of the horizontal 
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landfill gas wells is to allow for collection of landfill gas from the center of the landfill. 

Their chief advantages are lower cost and compatibility with ongoing fill operations. 

7.3 Energy Recovery Facility 

An energy recovery facility, fueled by landfill gas (LFG) produced by the Lopez Canyon 

Landfill, is proposed to be constructed and operated at the landfill. The proposed system 

would be designed, permitted, built, and operated by Minnesota Methane LLC, under 

a contract with the Lopez Canyon Energy Partners and the City of Los Angeles. The 

landfill itself will continue to be maintained by the Bureau of Sanitation. 

The Proposed Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) would be located on the southwest side 

of the landfill, adjacent to Disposal Area "C" and existing landfill gas conveyance lines. 

A site map (Figure 7-2), showing the proposed location of the facility is attached. 

The proposed project would have a capacity to use up to approximately 2950 scfm of 

LFG at 50% methane content. The gas will be used to drive two engines and generate 

approximately six megawatts ( MW) of electrical power. The power will be sold to 

Southern California Edison Company (SCE). The amount of power generated will be 

enough to supply approximately 3,000 homes. 

7.3.1 Main Features of the Proposed Project 

The proposed project will include the following main features: 

1. Construction of a building and installation of two engines, generators, 

afterburners, and associated controls and equipment; 
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2 Installation of a conveyance line and if needed, blower system to transport the 

gas from the existing gas conveyance line to the proposed ERF; and 

3. Modifications to the existing flares to serve as an emergency backup system. 

The proposed floor plan for the ERF, and a Process and Instrumentation Drawing 

diagram are attached as Figures 7-3 and 7-4. 
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